Local ballot issues defeated
Arena measure rejected

Voters reject tax limit;

The vote in short
Proposition One: 24 per cent of precincts, Yes 435,486 No 558,339.

in overwhelming vote

Reagan plan squashed

Measure A: 26 per cent of precincts, Yes 13,157, No 42,680.
Measure B: 26 per cent of precincts. Yes 6,715 No 17,878.

’:.
By Nancy Baker
Although more than 59 per cent of the Santa Clara County voters approved the
Sports Arena last November, only 13,200 of the 56,000 who voted on the measure
agreed to pay for it by 11 p.m. yesterday.
Only 133 precincts of the 521 in the county had been tabulated at the time,
however. Specific breakdown of precinct voting was not available.
At that time, 46 per cent was the estimated voter turnout. An election official
said this was higher than they had anticipated in this county.
Measure A, which would have provided for a county tax increase up to 5.5 cents
for each $100 of assessed property would have provided the funds necessary for the
designing, building and operating of a county sports arena.
Passed surxessfully last year, the arena measure could not be funded this year
without a special election because of a state senate bill which placed a ceiling on
county tax rate increases.
Controversy has surrounded the measure, throughout the campaign opponents
arguing that the arena will not only lose money, but cause traffic congestion.
Proponents, including publisher P. Anthony Ridder of the San Jose Mercury
News, claimed it would pay for itself and public transportation systems would
alleviate traffic problems by the time the arena would have opened in 1978.
Ridder, who was contacted late last night in La Hacienda Restaurant, said he
was very disappointed at Measure A’s loss.
"It looks like we’re losing very successfully," he said. "If people don’t want an
arena, I guess we don’t need it."
Tom Graham, spokesman for the Public Information Task Force i PITF I, strong
opponents of Measure A, could not be reached for comment.

Council denied raise;
Measure B loses
San Jose city Measure B, which
would have given salary increases to
the seven city councilmembers and
mayor, was defeated yesterday by
11,163 votes according to the returns
counted by 11 last night.
The salaries of the councilmembers
will remain at $400 per month, instead
of the proposed increase to $1,000. The
mayor will continue to receive $600 per
month instead of $1,500.
Since the measure would not have
taken effect until 1977, present city
council members would have had to be
reelected to receive the increase.
45 per cent of the voters turned out
for the rainy day election as ot 11 p.m.,
with 6,715 of them voting yes and 17,878
no.
Measure B’s losing trend began

showing early in the vote tabulation and
continued into the night.
Willie Brown, chairman for Committee for 1,000, felt the losing trend of
Measure B, as well as other issues on
the ballot was due to voters doubting
the credibility of government.
"Naturally I’m not pleased that
Measure B was defeated, but I do think
the council needs a .pay raise. I think
we’ve seen a great lack of credibility in
the government lately. People are
showing their mistrust by voting
negatively. If conditions were better, if
we didn’t have problems with
Watergate, I think we might win," said
Brown.
"If at first you don’t succeed, try, try,
try again, and we will," said Brown.
No one was available to reply
positively on Measure B’s defeat.

By Russ Brown
Proposition One was defeated yesterday in one of the most confusing elections in
recent California history.
As of 11 p.m. yesterday, the proposition was reported failing 435,486-558,339.
Secretary of State Edmund G. Brown said that about 45 per cent of California’s
registered voters had gone to the polls despite yesterday’s rain.
Since the first returns were released, the proposition was steadily trailing by a
small margin, and trend seemed to indicate the measure would fail.
Voters in Santa Clara County rejected the proposition 22,170-33,816. This is in
slightly higher proportion to voters in the rest of the state.
The controversial tax measure would have reduced the maximum state income
tax rate from 8.3 per cent to 7 per cent over the next 15 years.
The conflicting and often contradictory claims by supporters and critics of the
proposition seemed to offer voters lower income taxes with a probable increase in
local property and sales taxes for a "yes" vote. A "no" vote meant the state would
continue its current level of state income taxation.
Predictions as to the outcome of the tax measure were unclear up until election
day. As recently as five days before the election, 25 per cent of the voters were
reported undecided by pollster Mervin Field.
Not only was the future fiscal course of California, at stake but also the political
reputations of Gov. Reagan and Assembly Speaker Robert Moretti, 0-Van Nuys.
Both men were outspoken campaigners during the special tax limitation election. Reagan initiated and supported the proposition and Moretti was among its
chief critics.
Both Reagan and Moretti are also top contenders for higher political office.
Reagan has shown strong support as a 1976 Republican Presidential candidate,
especially since the political death of Spiro Agnew.
Moretti is one of several Democrats seeking next year’s nomination for governor
of California.
Both men chose to use Prop. One as a political steppingstone which by its win or
lose nature can only accommodate one of them.
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Watergate

ally

exposer
here
Bob Woodward, Washington Post
reporter who, with Carl Bernstein, also
from the Post, uncovered the
Watergate scandal, will speak at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Ballroom.

’Failure to avoid problems
Two resign A.C. postsil costs Pres. Bunzel raise’
Fitzgerald, Escoe

Student representatives Paul Escoe
and Tim Fitzgerald resigned from their
Academic Council posts Monday.
However, according to student
government adviser Louie Barozzi,
student turnover on Academic Council
is consistently high and the action is not
unusual.
Academic Council records show that
in 1970-71 as many as 11 students
resigned from their posts on council,
while last year four of the eight
students elected to Academic Council
resigned.
1971-72’s council had one resignation
as did the 1969-70 term.
The eight students on council are
elected for one year terms in the
regular associated student elections
and, according to Barozzi, students
leave for varied reasons.
"Loss of interest, slipping grade point

By Nancy Baker
Insufficient loyalty and failure to request the trustees to reconsider the
avoid serious problems have been pay raise denial of the four presidents,
quoted by the Los Angeles Times as including Dr. Bunzel.
One of the trustees who disagreed
reasons SJSU President John H. Bunzel
was denied his merit pay raise by the with some of the board’s decisions is
Contra Costa publisher Dean Lesher.
Board of Trustees in September.
Recent protests by a few of the He said he hoped certain procedures
trustees, the 19 other state university would be changed, but would not make
presidents, and various faculty and any predictions. He said the issue was
alumni groups may result in a re- an executive matter and would offer no
evaluation of the procedures to decide comments.
On the other hand, Lesher said he
pay raises.
The procedures, not the pay raise personally disagreed with Dr. Bunzel’s
itself, are what Dr. Bunzel criticizes. approval of the hiring Jessica Mitford,
"I don’t think the criteria are really the controversial authoress and SJSU
valid," he said, "I think the trustees visiting professor.
"I feel he let some serious problems
now don’t think so either, and are
develop over there," Lesher said in
reviewing them."
The Academic Council unanimously reference to the Mitford dispute. Dr.
passed a motion Monday asking the Bunzel also mentioned Mitford as being
Board of Trustees to make their pay a possible cause for the raise denial.
See back page
raise procedures public. It also voted to

averages and dropping out of school are
the most common causes," he said.
Neither Fitzgerald nor Escoe
enrolled in school this year.
Student vacancies on Academic
Council are filled by appointment by
the A. S. president with a two-thirds
majority approval of A.S. council.
Although A.S. President Rudi
Leonard’ said he will first look for
candidates from last year’s candidates
for the position he added, "We also need
people who are willing to spend time
and have interest in Academic Council
to apply."
Leonardi said he hoped to be able to
bring some names to the Nov. 19
Academic Council meeting.
Students interested in the position
may pick up applications in the A.S.
offices.

Bob Woodward

Both reporters were mentioned by
name in this year’s Pulitzer Prize
citation awarded to the Post for public
service by a newspaper.

Council may choose
business head today
A new A.S. business manager may be
appointed at today’s A.S. Council
meeting at 3 p.m. in the council
chambers, second level of the Student
Union.
The three candidates are Jean
Lenart, temporary business manager,
Toby Solarzano and Greg Soulds. The
council met Sunday to interview the
candidates, but was unable to reach a
final decision.
The position was vacated last

semester when George Watts resigned.
The council is investigating rumors
surrounding Watt’s resignation.
Also listed on the agenda are
presentations by the United Farm
Workers, probably asking for boycott
support, a drama group asking for
money for a campus show by a group
called the Fall Tour, and a 5 p.m.
meeting of the group decision making
seminar for council members.

Hearing on Lake Anderson postponed

Residential zoning disputed by Sierra Club
By Linda Malligo
The beginning of what could be a lengthy public battle over
the proposed Lake Anderson development has been postponed until late January.
The public hearing on the proposed 7,300 acre residential
development along the Anderson Reservoir near Morgan Hill
was scheduled to begin tonight at the San Jose Planning
Commission meeting, but has been delayed for further study.
The project was proposed by the Oceanic California
Corporation of San Jose, who claim the development would
be a residential and recreational asset to the city of San Jose.
Sierra club fights
It is opposed by local environmentalists, headed by the
Sierra Club, who fear the project would open the southern
end of the Santa Clara Valley to uncontrolled development.
According to Harry Mavrogenes of the city planning
department, the public hearing had to be postponed because
his department was not able to prepare its recommendation
for the Planning Commission in time.
Mavrogenes said there were some serious problems with
the plans of the project which were not answered in the
Environmental Impact Report EIR). The EIR was
prepared by the URS Research Company of San Mateo and
submitted to the Planning Commission by Oceanic last May
4
The two major problems with Oceanic’s plans concern
geologic questions and an imcomplete cost-revenue analysis,
Mavrogenes said.
Cost analysis
The proposed project requires a cost-revenue analysis
because it is located outside the San Jose general service
area. The analysis would determine whether or not it would
be worthwhile for the city to extend services such as police,
fire protection, and sewer facilities to the site which lies
almost five miles south of areas presently receiving these
functions from San Jose.
"We have to determine what revenue will come back to us
from taxes when the development is completed,"
Mavrogenes said. "We have to find out whether or not it will
be in the black."
Mavrogenes said the planning department would be
studying the geologic condition of the project site and consulting Oceanic to see if some of the questions could be an-

swered before the public hearing on the project is opened.
According to Dick Wilkinson. a vice-president of Oceanic,
the company will be revising some of its plans in coming
months to try to alleviate the problems the development

Rezoning and services
When the project does reach the planning commission, and
eventually the City Council, the issues to be considered
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revolve around whether parts of the land will be rezoned to
accommodate Ocear.ic’s plans and whether city services will
be extended to the area.
Parts of the areas were already rezoned back in 1964 when
Oceanic first proposed to build on the Anderson Reservoir.
Since that time it has considerably changed its plans from a
new-town condominium-type community to a more spreadout single family dwelling neighborhood of 5000 houses.
Hence Oceanic will have to return to the city for approval.
San Jose commitment
Ed Teresi, public relations director for Oceanic, said the
1964 rezoning and tentative agreement by the city to extend
services is a comniittment San Jose must live up to.
"We feel we haves firm and binding commitment from the
city," Teresi said.
Teresi said Oceanic would be prepared to carry the issue
on for an indefinite period of time if it is set back by the opponents of the project at the upcoming public hearings.
’The opponents of the project seem to think if we don’t
develop the area it will remain virgin territory," Teresi
said. "But if we don’t build there, someone else will."
The opponents of the Lake Anderson development do not
feel the city is committed to Oceanic. They believe for the
most part that it is not the right time or the right place for a
development of this type.
The EIR on the development pointed out that it would be
inconsistent with San Jose’s urban development policy which
was adopted in 1971.
Adhere policy
Although Oceanic contends Lake Anderson should he an
exception to the policy because of the tentative committment
made in 1964, the opponents of the project think the 1971
policy should be strictly adhered to.
"San Jose has been criticized for its scatterized pattern of
growth," said Bonnie Pardue of the Sierra del Sur I SJSU
chapter ) Sierra Club. "With the city council and the mayor
campaigning so hard for controlled growth it would be a
crime if this thing were to go in now."
Pardue said opponents of Lake Anderson think the minute
something inconsistent with the urban development policy
was approved by the city officials, it would set a precedent
for other similar developments
See back page

- Editorial

silence at our own peril
In the period of just one short year, President Nixon
has been beset by a series of incidents which, any one
taken alone would cause the American public to lose
confidence in his administration.
These problems, of course include the Watergate
break-in and coverup, Agnew’s resignation, milk kickbacks, San Clemente real estate deals, impoundment
of Congressional appropriations, widespread
wiretapping, covert Cambodian bombing, the tapes
crisis and the firing of Archibald Cox.
In conjunction with student newspapers across the
country. the Amherst i Mass.) Student has circulated
an editorial calling for the impeachment of Richard
Nixon
The Spartan Daily, of course, has already printed a
lengthy editorial calling for Nixon’s removal from
office. Much of what we discussed - Nixon’s alleged
violations of the Constitution - is repeated in the
Amherst editorial.
What follows, then, is the gist of the Amherst
editorial. We endorse it heartily and add our name to
the list of signatories who already have.
-Members of the academic community have a
special responsibility. They must not simply react to
the latest outrage. This serves Mr. Nixon’s purpose.
-Instead, they must articulate the fundamental
principles which are at stake. They must impress

upon Congressmen and other national leaders the
gravity of the situation and their duties under the
Constitution.
"Most important, they must communicate the
strength of their convictions to the public-at-large and
join with others in a nationwide struggle for the
preservation of democratic rule.
The methods of response are numerous. Now more
than ever, we must write our Congressmen (see box
below). The balance of mail over the next few weeks
will be critical. Sustained public expressions of dissent
- no matter what form they take - are equally important. A massive national student effort is essential.
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"The weeks ahead could represent either the
redemption of American democracy or the prologue to
its collapse. We remain silent at our own peril."

(

Amherst College Northern Illinois University
Bucknell University
Princeton University
University of Chicago
University of Rochester
Dartniouth College
San Jose State University
Duke University
Smith College
Iowa State University
Stanford University
Kansas State University
Vassar College
University of Kentucky
University of Virginia
University of Massachusetts Washington University
University of Michigan
University of Wisconsin
Massachusetts Institute
Yale University
of Technology
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Welcome early semester
The implementation of the early
semester calender will eliminate
any problems students face under
the present semester system.
If put into effect next fall, finals,
which are now held after a twoweek Christmas break, will be
completed before the holiday. A
six-week semester break will then
follow before school resumes for
the spring term.
This would enable students to
complete their studies before a
vacation interrupts the concentration process they have
developed
throughout
the
semester.
The current break causes many
students to neglect their studies,
resulting in a loss of much of the
material they have learned, and, in
some cases, lower grades.
Under the new system, the
current three-hour final period
would be eliminated. In its place,
finals would be held in a regular
class period.
And at least one class would be
conducted after the final testing so
3110;
;
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The Spartan Daily will accept
letters or guest columns of any
length from interested individuals
on or off campus. For quick and
full publication letters should be
limited to 10 inches, or about 350

instructors could go over the continuity and quality of education
exams and students could learn while providing students with a
much-welcomed vacation.
from their mistakes.
With the threat of finals after
vacation eliminated, students
would be allowed a break free of
the worry of term papers, projects,
Serving the San Jose State University
Community Since 1934
or exams.
But for those students who do not
Second class postage paid at San Jose,
California Member of California Newspaper
mind studying through their
Publishers Association and the Associated
vacation, in-depth courses could be
Published daily by San Jose State
Press
University. exCept Saturday and Sunday. during
offered during the six-week inthe college year The opinions expressed herein
terim, allowing students to pick up are not necessarily those of the Associated
Students, the College Administration or the
extra units. These mini-classes are
Department of Journalism and Advertising
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder Of
already offered at several other
Semester basis Full academic year, Se each
Bay Area colleges.
Semester, 54 SO Off campus price Per ropy, 10
Advertising 277 3171
cents
Phone 277 3181
Press of Erich Printing, San Jose
The new system, if begun at
SJSU, would shorten the current
George Rede
Editor
Robert Madrigal
Advertising manager
summer vacation by three weeks,
Brad Bollinger
Managing editor
in some cases resulting in a loss of
Lee D Straus
Editorial page editor
Joanne Dribble
News editor
summer earnings.
Barbara French
Assistant news editors
Gail Shiornoto
But the extended semester break
Ed Sessler
Layout editor
Peter 1.10Ware
would afford an opportunity for
Chief investigative writer
Bruce Jewett
Feature editor
students to work full or part time
Joyce ’t’amashita
Entertainment editor
Warren Hein
Fine Arts editor
during the school year and so add
Paul A. Stewart
Sports editor
to their incomes.
Kyle Clark
Copy editor
Debbie Tennison
Assistant copy editor
Ken Bisio
Photo editor
It appears evident that the early
Wade Howell
Assistant photo editor
semester calendar would add to the
Mike Russell
Cnief photographer

Sparian Paili

4)111 .
words. The editor reserves the
right to edit for taste, libel, space
or style. The editor also reserves
the right to cease publication on
topics he feels have been
exhausted.

Our elected officials
Voters are constantly urged to
write their legislators for one
reason or another but quickly
discard the idea for lack of their
representatives addresses. In an
effort to keep voters up to date on
who’s who in state and national
government, the names and
addresses of Santa Clara County’s elected officials are listed
below:
U.S. Senators
Sen. Alan Cranston
452 Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

California State Senators
Seri. Allied Alquist
5031 State Capitol Building
Sacramento, Calif., 95814
local office: 777 N. First St.
San Jose, Calif., 95112

Sen. Clark Bradley
5095 State Capitol Building
Sacramento, Calif., 95814
local office: 509 First National
Bank Building
San Jose, Calif., 95113

Sen. John Tunney
1415 Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

California State Assemblymen
Rep. Richard Hayden
3123 State Capitol Building
U.S. Representatives
Sacramento, Calif., 95814
Rep. Don Edwards
local office: 525 W. Remington
2240 Rayburn Office Building
Dr.
Washington D.C. 20515
local office: 1961 The Alameda Sunnyvale, Calif., 84087
San Jose, Calif., 95126
Rep. Paul McCloskey
205 Cannon House Office Building
Washington D.C. 20515
local: 141 Borel Ave., San Mateo,
94402
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Rep. Alister McAlister
4134 State Capitol Building
Sacramento. Calif., 95814
local office: 1577-B E. Santa
Clara St.
San Jose, Calif., 95116

Rep. Charles Gubser
2373 Rayburn House Office
Rep. John Vasconcellos
Building
5150 State Capitol Building
Washington D.C. 20515
local office: 361 Town & Country Sacramento, Calif., 951314
local office: 100 W Rincon Ave.,
Village
Campbell, Calif , 95008
95128
Jose,
San
1

Retail ad manager
National ad manager
BuSiOeSS manager
Art director
Public relations manager

Cleon Harper
Lori Coates
Mel Gordon
Therese Chin
Mark BuSSinann

Reporters Nancy Baker Debbie Block. Terry
Brinkerhoff, Russell Brown, Nancy Burin.
Deborah CarvalhO. Mona Chin, Louis P COveS,
Dean Daily. Paula Dorian. Joe Fisher Danny
Gilmore Susan Hathaway. Gary Hiraki. Jahn
Moran, James Kelley. JaCqUie KUbal, Randy
Lopes. Linda Maiiingo. Roxanne Miller, Eel
Moore. Bryan Murray. Bob Piombo, Lorraine
Rauh, Kathy Rebeilo, Kathy Rengstorff. Tim
Robb Peggy Rudnick., Greg Schuster, Carol
Torre’, Mark Whaefield. Gary Worthen
Advertising Staff
David Brockrneirr. Laura
Curren. John England. Michael Garvey. Ann
Gionsetii, Gregory Graves. Nara Hancock.
David Harr s, Margaret Schwarb. Cer0
sciatabba. L.nda Wallace, ThOthas Ward.
Chartmaine Wheatley Larry Williams
Advertising Staff. David Brody-nem . Low
Ogre, John England, Michael Garvey, Ann
GtOmetti, Gregory Graves, Nora Hancock,
David Harris, Margaret Schwar b. Cero
sr. ialabba. Linda Wallace. Thomas Ward,
Charmaine Wheatley, Larry Williams
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Point of View

Lore, your Congressman
.Joe Fishier
A while back in a rare inspirational moment, I wrote my
Congressman and asked him if he
was having fun. He wrote back,
somewhat promptly, and said, "Oh
my, yes."
I wrote again: "What do you
think, we’re paying you to have
fun?"
He wrote back saying he loved
God and his country. I wrote and
asked, "What about constituents?"
He returned a very short letter:
"What?"
"Constituents!" I repeated
through the mail, "the people back
home! Me! My friends! The butcher, the baker, the unemployed
candlestick maker! The ones you
said deserved the best representation money ... uh ... votes could
buy."
He continued the correspondence: "I need names."
I wrote back: "They’re in the
telephone book - ’A’ to ’Z’ - the
ones who give you a blank check
every Friday."
Now his secretary took over:
"Dear Constituent, I can see you
love God and your country also. We
look forward to meeting you when
campaign time rolls around. It is
interested citizens like yourself

that make our job such a joy. I am
sure that in the future we, together,
can help bring government back to
the people. Rubber stamped, your
Congressman."
I telegraphed: "Write that
yourself? Misspelled word -’rubber-stamped’ -- should be
hyphenated."
He didn’t write back. Annoyed at
my lowly constituent arrogance, I
guess. I wrote again and asked if he
was still having fun and why the
heck he stopped writing just when I
was about to explode the awful
myth that congressmen are
illiterate.
Slowly the letters started
trickling in again. First he replied
that he had been on vacation and
that now, yes, he was back having
fun again. "Who are you with’? The
FBI?" he inquired cryptically.
"No," I wired.
He wired back: "The Syndicate?"
"No."
"The Pentagon?"
"Not exactly."
Now the wires were getting hot.
"Are you with the dirty tricks
squad?"
"Not at this point in time and
besides, my hair’s too long," I

returned.
Then he got my phone number
somehow. He was calling me on the
phone.
"The oil lobby?"
"No," I sighed.
"The gun lobby and-or the
Teamster’s Union?"
"No, you’re not even warm,
Congressman. Listen, I’ll be back
in a jiffy. We’ll put you on hold."
He now met me at the airport.
We exchanged niceties, than
walked silently toward the waiting
white limousine. I took his "Top
Secret" briefcase and his blank
checks and said, "Get in."
Sensing there was something
amiss, he turned to me, terror in
his eyes, questioning, then backing
away, stumbling - he seemed to
have answered what questions he
might have had.
He mumbled repeatedly in a
slow, quivering voice as he backed
toward the cliff, "You’re not ... ?!
You’re not the ... ?! But before he
could finish he was falling, falling,
down, down, interminably - and
when he hit the mattress he woke
up screaming, "Internal Revenue!
IRS! Internal Revenue! IRS!

Letters to the Editor
’hire

Inseisin

Editor:
Professor William Manning’s
stated reasons for supporting the
coup in Chile are so outrageous
and misleading that he must be
answered.
Manning implies that President
Allende was losing support
among the Chilean people. The
truth is just the opposite. Elected
in 1970 with a 36 per cent
plurality, the Popular Unity
received 44 per cent of the votes in
the 1972 Congressional elections
and 51 per cent of the votes in
nationwide municipal elections
later that year. After these
elections
the
Christian
Democrats, who were the center
opposition party, conceded that
the Popular Unity would probably
win a congressional majority in
1976. Such a majority would have
given the Popular Unity control
over the armed forces, the state
bureaucracy and would have
enabled it to pass new laws. The
coup took place because Allende
not
losing,
was gaining,
popularity.
Manning claims U.S. noninvolvemment in the Chilean
coup. He avoids mention of the

fact that the U.S. government cut
off all credits to Chile and tried to
promote a worldwide boycott of
Chilean copper in reprisal for
Allende nationalizing the copper
mines. He does not say that the
U.S. embassy in Santiago was
staffed with at least nine known
CIA men, nor that the U.S.
secretly armed the Chilean
military with sophisticated
weaponry, nor that Chilean troops
received special training in
Brazil, Panama and the U.S. in
the months before the coup.
Manning does not seem to know
that in 1971 Nazi splinter groups
like Fatherland and Liberty
suddenly became prosperous, nor
that the strikes of the truck
owners were financed with
dollars, nor that the strikes were
not over economic grievances but
explicitly to overthrow the
government.
Manning does not indicate that
both production of goods and
consumption of food rose in Chile
over the past three years, that
conditions for workers, housing
and medical facilities for the
people were vastly improved.
When Manning likens the U.S.
interest in Latin America to that
of a father’s interest in his

children, it’s a toss-up whether to
laugh or cry.
But when he attempts to justify
and sanitize a fascist coup there is
no choice but to respond:
the outlawing of all opposition
parties, including the Communists,
Socialists
and
Christian Democrats.
the outlawing of the trade
union movement.
bombing a textile factory
with 600 workers inside.
killing between 15,000 and
25,000 people in a country of 10
million
(according
to
Newsweek).
burning Pablo Neruda’s
library.
crushing the fingers of Chile’s
leading guitarist - (also a
Communist)
killing the conductor of the
Chilean Youth Symphony (a
Socialist.
This is the face of fascism murder,
terror,
unbridled
chauvinism, including antiSemitism, the destruction of
culture.
William Manning has declared
himself in favor of all of this.
The rest of us must also
declare.
Jack Kurzweil
Bettina Aptheker

hiring
Editor:
I’ve just read Jim Bailey’s
article, "Back to Affirmative
Action." I had also read
President Bunzel’s earlier article
to which Mr. Bailey takes some
objection.
Even though it makes me extremely nervous to find myself
again defending the President, I
rather thought what he was
saying was, "I don’t want to take
a plane which is being flown by
someone placed in the cockpit on
a quota basis- what I want is a
trained pilot regardless of race,
creed, or color."
And, personally, I don’t want to
lie down on an operating table to
be carved by someone who holds
the knife by virtue of social cause
- I’d rather he (or she, or it) was
competently trained.
Finally, the most awful form of
prejudice is that unctuous dogoodiness which says, "you are
not competent but you are hired
anyway, because of some
superficial attribute."
Edward J. Laurie, Chairman
Department of Marketing
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News Briefs

Vesco apprehended

Lobbyists and special
interest groups do play an
important part in the
legislative process, according to Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, D-San
Jose.
The veteran assentblyman spoke yesterday
to Dr. Terry Christen::: sen’s local government
class and focused mainly
on the role of special
interest groups in the
state legislature.
"I vote 4,000 to 5,000
times per year, but have
only one staffer to do
research. There is no way
this one person could help
prepare me for 5,000
votes. Interest groups
provide me with information which helps me
decide how I will vote on
an issue," the four-term
assemblyman noted.
?cf. There are three ways a
lobbyist can influence a
legislator, Vasconcellos
continued,
through

NEW YORK Fugitive financier Robert L. Vesco was
arrested yesterday in the Bahamas on a federal warrant
seeking his extradition.
Vesco is a co-defendant with former Attorney General John
Mitchell and ex-commerce secretary Maurice Stans. They
are accused of obstructing justice.
Vesco is being held on $75,000 bail and his passport has
been surrendered.

Kemper tries suicide again
REDWOOD CITY Edmund Kemper III, accused of the
murder of eight women, was transferred yesterday to a state
medical facility after a fourth attempt at suicide.
Kemper, now in the state facility in Vacaville, tried to pull
the stitches from his wrist from a suicide attempt last week.
Santa Cruz County Superior Court Judge Harry Brauer
signed the order because Kemper became "a serious
custodial problem," and that facilities in Santa Cruz were
inadequate for his detention.

Newsprint shortage eases
NEW YORK The newsprint shortage affecting most of
the mation’s newspapers has begun to ease, however
availability of the commodity still remains a source of
concern.
Close to 70 per cent of the newsprint consumed in the
United States was shut off by strikes at major Candian paper
mills last summer. Settlements were arrived at a few weeks
ago.
Major U.S. papers have resumed normal operations now,
but some smaller papers are still feeling the effects of the
shortage.

campaign contributions,
by actually paying for a
legislator’s vote, and
through friendships. Vote
buying, he was quick to
note, has almost disappeared in the California
legislature, but he admitted that friendship
was often influential.
"It’s hard to vote against
old line friendships."
Vasconcellos is on
several assembly
education
committees.
Students in the class
asked his opinion on Gov.
Ronald Reagan’s attitude
on sex education. "The
governor is not much for
sexualityHe doesn’t think
the kids should learn
about it, know about it, or
experience it. It is his own
bias, special interest
groups have no effect at
all," he replied.
Vasconcellos noted that
there have been some
definite changes in attitudes about govern-

for veterans in need
Veterans needing tutorial
assistance in any subject
should immediately apply
for assistance at the Office of
Veterans’ Affairs (,)AVO
in
Building R.
This is mid-term time."
said Ray Licano, outreach
counselor for the OVA.
"Guys should know now how
they’re doing in their classes
and if they need help.

,
mike
ment.
He noted that when he
votes, he votes as he feels
he should, and does not
base his votes on polls or
other expressions of

SJSU clubs, groups and
organizations may now use
Student Union rooms free of
charge, with two exceptions,
resulting from a recent vote
revise specifications to
fit manufacturers’ current by the S.U. Board of
specifications and rebid Governors.
A room charge will be
award the contract to
two manufacturers in the assessed if admission is
hopes that they can charged for an event or if a
complete the order faster meeting is closed to the
than one firm and meet campus public.
To compensate for the
deadline
use alternate means of monetary loss, the board
propulsion on buses i.e. go doubled rates for off-campus
back to diesel-fueled buses groups.
Smaller rooms, which
instead of low-smog, quiet,
expensive propane-fueled were previously reserved for
$10, now cost $20 for four
buses).
hours and $30 for more than
The second alternative four hours.
came under some discussion
Off-campus groups using
but would have meant at the I,oma Prieta Ballroom
least an extra 10-month wait for four hours will pay $80,
for the new buses according and $120 for additional time.
to Leonard Winston. a
Ballroom fees are $100 for
representative
of
the four-hour usage plus $50
Transportation Commission more if that amount of time
who spoke on behalf of the is exceeded.
commission in recomThe Board may request
mending negotiation with advance payment on the
Highway Products, Inc. to rooms.
the Transit District.
Connie
Brown,
S.U.
The dissenting vote was scheduling coordinator, said
she did not feel the Student
Supervisor Sig Sanchez.
Union would suffer a
monetary loss from the
policy change.
"We have had a substantial increase this year in
off -campus requests for
room reservations. And even
with the increase in fees, it is
All veterans with all types still cheaper than renting
of drinking mugs and steins space at such places as the
will be welcomed.

Hyatt House," she said.
Ron Barrett, temporary
chairman of the Board of
Governors, was out of town,
but his secretary, Evelyn

Provost gave a reason for
the policy change.
"Students pay for the
building through the $10 fee
their
from
deducted

1

Licano said all a vet has to
do is apply.
Any veteran who thinks he
is getting a grade of "0" or
below is eligible for tutoring,
provided the course in which
assistance is needed is
required for graduation.
Under the GI Bill veterans
are able to receive up to $50
per month for individual
tutorial assistance.

Former students lecture
on visit to Red China

Russe,i

Assemblyman John Vasconcellos
public
sentiment.
"Everyone has the right
to get at me with information, but when I
vote, I vote my conscience."

Two former SJSU students
who visited Red China in
August will present a lecture
and slide show of their
travels in the S.U. Uniunhum

Room tomorrow night at
7:30.
Steve Gonzales and Adrian
Vargas will be featured in
the program sponsored by
the Radical Students Union.

IMPROVE YOUR WORK,
NEATNESS IS IMPORTANT

Campus groups can now use
S.U. rooms without charge

County to negotiate bid
for manufacturing buses
Monday afternoon, at a
special meeting, the Santa
Transit
County
Clara
District took action on a
setback caused when the
only bid on manufacture of
134 new buses exceeded the
funds approved for the
purpose by approximately $1
million.
Choosing among five
proposed solutions to the
dilemma, the board voted 4-1
to negotiate with the bidder,
Highway Products, Inc., for
a cheaper bid on the
propane-fueled, 29-passenger buses.
The district is willing to
sacrifice some non-essential
features on the buses in
order to bring the Highway
Products’ bid down from $5.7
million to $4.5 million.
The solutions proposed
were:
negotiate further with
Highway Products, Inc.
revise specifications and
open up contract for
rebidding

Tutorial aid available

Vasconcellos raps_
on lobbyists

Compiled from the Associated Press

registration payment, and
former and present A.S.
officers
decided
they
shouldn’t pay more," she
stated.

Hunter’s 01110
SPECIAL STUDENT
4.
RATES
RENTALS
SALES
SERVICE
Used Typewriters $25 and Up
71 E. San Fernando One block from campus
8:30-5:00 M -F, Open Saturdays, Phone 294-2091

pr5y,C,

Vets club plans

money-raising event
The SJSU Veterans Club
will meet today at noon in
Building R.
The club plans to schedule
a fund-raising turkey event
and an upcoming blood
drive.
Included in the meeting
will be a discussion of a
coalition of lower Peninsula
veterans organizations.
Another topic, which may
SJSU
many
interest
veterans, is the formation of
a Stein Club. The soon-to-beformed organization will
hold its meetings immediately after the vets club
meetings.

Book talk
here today
Today’s 12:30 Faculty
Book Talk in the Spartan
Cafeteria, Rm. A will
include an illustrated
lecture on the Neighborhood Mural Movement
and a review of "Cry for
Justice" by Dr. Alan
Barnett,
associate
professor
in
the
Humanities Program.

1
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IF YOU ARE TIRED OF GETTING
RIPPED OFF ON INSURANCE
COSTS-- LOOK AT THESE FIGURES:

*44.

California Financial Responsinlity Insurance for
Qualified Students, for Six Montlis, For as low as:
Smqle

Male

(age)

(9 20
21

S110
$74

21 24

$74

5mgle

Female

21+
Marr,ed

$40
Male

21.24

C S I S/

$54

Third Si
404 S
289 8681

PRE LAW STUDENTS
Register now for December LSAT Review
Course to Maximize Your LSAT Score
Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques used successfully
by California Pre Law Students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.
Course for Dec. 15 LSAT starts November 29 costs S85
For complete information call today

Maybe the way to change the world
is to join a large corporation.

(415) 254,7045

Or write P.O. BOX 54, Orinda, CA 94563

We don’t make a lot of noise, but this is where it’s
really happening. You see. a large corporation like Kodak has
the resources and the skill to make this world a little more decent place to live. And we intend to do what we can to see
that this is exactly what happens.
Take our home city, Rochester, New York for example. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by using plectrixdatic precipitators in a new combustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we’ve been
experimenting with film as :1 way to train both teachers and
students including some students who wouldn’t respond to
anything else.
And we didn’t stop with Rochester. Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involved.

Because it’s good business. Helping to clean
River not rink henefits society but helps prolossible snun n for the clean water we need to
MAC OM Wm. Our combii.t ible waste disposal facility not
- for itself in
1,111 lust about
only reduces pollution
bir black
hi ’it and power production and Is, red i is. I
enterprise program not only proviiii’s :in opportunity for the
51111611/e
communihelps
economically disadvantaged...but
ties in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children . but helps create a whole new market.
In short, it’s simply good 1,11,1111’M And we’re in business to make a profit. But in furthering our business interests,
we also further society’s interests.
And that’s goixi. After all, our business depends on
society. So we care what happens to it.
the Gen.
tect amok

Kodak

More than a business.
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CBS turns-off Raiders,
49er’s get lions’ crossed
By Terry Brinkerhoff
Last Sunday’s flip flopping telecast of the Oakland
Raiders and San Francisco 49ers football games, a
compromise showing two contests on the CBS
Television Netword, didn’t give either footbaU team
the coverage that it deserved.
Just when the excitement was beginning to build for
the Raiders-New York Giants game were switched to
the 49ers versus the Detroit Lions.
Played in Oakland and Detroit, both game highlights
were shown by CBS over insignificant short gains,
incomplete passes and frustrating penalties. But what
(’BS didn’t consider was that it is those short gainers
werall significance
runs and passes ) which ad,’.
of each offensive play.
The Raiders hardest competition of the day, after
slaughtering the Giants 4241. was the CBS coverage
which obviously favored the hard fought battle between the 49ers-Lions more than the Bay Area contest.
If CBS’s split coverage program was meant to be a
equal and fair presentation, it failed.
On more than one occassion, passes from Raider
quarterback Ken Stabler, who completed 16 out of 21
passes for 212 yards, were interrupted by aggravating
flips to a Detroit Lion touchdown. Even though the
Lions-49ers game was a hard fought contest ending 3020 in favor of Lions and the Raiders victory was a
shutout, this type of televised discrimination should
never have happened.
When the defense was shown it took the shape of one
play and then quick back to Detroit. This not only
didn’t give the Raiders defense enough credit but
showed very little of the offensive frustrations the
Giants must have faced.
In the fourth quarter, the network again jumped
from Detroit to Oakland. The only difference was this
time Raider Daryle Lamonica was playing quarterback. What happened? Was Ken Stabler injured? Or
was this a routine replacement due to the lopsided
score, 35-0.
It was never explained just how Lamonica got into
the game because we were back in Detroit watching
49ers quarterback John Brodie, who completed 23 out
of 47 passes for 254 yards and 6 interceptions.
struggling for a comeback.
Next time we were lucky enough to see the Raiders
game was Lamonica’s pass to wide receiver Steve
Sweeney for the final TD. Again the spectator was
deprived the privilege of seeing any of the offensive
plays leading up to this game ending score.
It seems bad enough that we have little to say as far
as what is or what isn’t shown on public television,
without networks switching from one program to
another at their own discretion.

Sports

.1
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SPARTAN SPEAR - SJSU
linebacker Larry Kerr (57)
zeros in on Aztec wide

receiver Tim Boyer.
Behind Boyer is Spartan
defensive back Al Mason,

By Paul A. Stewart
Last Saturday night’s 27-27
tie with San Diego State
University paints a bleak
picture for the Spartans’
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association football title
hopes.
For the Spartans, it was a
"must" win situation; for

the Aztecs it was a must win
or tie situation.
SJSU, 4-3-2 overall, is 2-0-2
in league play, and unfortunately is finished with
PCAA play for 1973. San
Diego State, 5-1-1 overall, is
only 1-0-1 in loop competition, and still must face
Fresno State and Long
Beach State in the next two
weeks.

Thus the Spartans title
hopes must rest on two other
teams. The demon "upset"
is not all that unfeasible,
however, records of 1-7
(Fresno) and 0-8 ( Long
Beach) are hardly the
driving motivation needed in
preparing for that type of
game.
Nicole Fiengiveno

nationally ranked Cal this
Friday at 3 p.m. at De Anza
College.

responded with two goals in
the third period and two
goals in the fourth period.
The last goal knotted the
score at 6-6 with 4:01 left in
the game.
Twenty-three
seconds
later Delano scored to put
the Spartans out in front to
stay. Stanford threatened to
score several times in the
remainder of the contest, but

Simpson’s steal with 32
seconds left secured the
Spartan victory.
game
Fresno
The
aquatic
an
resembled
wrestling match more than a
water polo contest. A
desperate Bulldog squad
resorted to almost any tactic
to gain an advantage after
the Spartans took a quick 4-0
first period lead.

OF ME 20’ WU 70’
FOR DAMSEL
IN DISTRESS

Spartan tailback Larry
Lloyd, despite playing with a
neck injury, ran for over 100
yards in his second straight
game. He gained 112 yards in
35 carries, breaking his own
school record for times
carrying the ball in a single
game.
Some questionable officiating may have cost the
Spartans the win, as at least
two pass interferance plays
against the Aztecs went
unnoticed, one being in the
endzone.
SJSU punter Jeff Cunningham was slammed by a
host of Aztec rushers on his
43-yard punt in the fourth
quarter,
with
SDSU
receiving a warning and
Cunningham a hand-up from
the turf.
This is the first year the
Spartans have gone undefeated in PCAA play, but
even their 2-0-2 ledger is
fading dimmer and dimmer
in the shadows of the title
race.

The SJSU rugby club will
feature a film of the international rugby match
between New Zealand and
the British Isles as part of its
annual general meeting
tonight at 7:30 in the S.U.
Coastanoan Room.
Assistant player-coach
Terry Buchanan invited
anyone interested in rugby to
attend the meeting.
The club will discuss
general directions for the
season.
The rugby club is a nonvarsity, non-AS, supported
club that competes with
varsity teams from other
universities and colleges, as

well as other independent
clubs.
Regular season play
begins Saturday, Dec. 1, with
the Stanford Seven-A-Side
Tournament.

DRIVE-INS
MON.-FRI. Open 6:15
SAT.’ SUN. Olsen 545
Show Starts at 645

EL RANCHO

294-2041

RATED ’SI"
WALTER MATTHAU
"CHARLEY VARRICK"
"THE GODFATHER"
-FISTFUL OF DOLLARS"

Pa ted "I-4"
Actlm, Features
-TRIPLE IRONS"
"FISTS OF FURY"
-BLOODY ORGY OF
THE SHE DEVILS"

Al=
Rated "PG"
Richard BenjarnIn
"WESTWORLD.
also"SOYLENT GREEN"

Rated "R"
WHEN WOMEN
HAD TAILS
WHAT’S A NICE GIRL
LIKE YOU...?
I COULD NEVER HAVE SEX...

PHOTO I,AB SPECIALS
‘ Technical 500 Dry Mount Press
Bessler P-22 Analyzer Timer
Technical Proof Printer
Gra-Lab 300 Timer

$99
$78
$11.49
$29

SAN JOSE
CAMERA
245 So. First 295-8591

Buy the
BSR 710 or 810.

Bestsellers
Week of November 5, 1973
*JOURNEY TO IXTLAN, by Castaneda
Simon & Schuster $2.95
*DR. ATKIN’S DIET REVOLUTION,
1.95
by Atkins
Bantam
*CHARIOTS OF THE GODS,
1.25
by von Daniken
Bantam
*JOHNNY, WE HARDLY KNEW YE,
by O’Donnel & Powers Pocket Books
1.95
*I’M OKAY, YOU’RE OKAY, by Harris
Avon
1.95
*OPEN MARRIAGE, by O’Neill & O’Neill
Avon
1.95
*OUR BODIES, OURSELVES -- Boston
Women’s Health Book Simon & Schuster 2.95
*GODS FROM OUTER SPACE,
1.25
Bantam
by von Daniken
*SEMI -TOUGH, by Jenkins
1.75
Signet
*JONATHON LIVINGSTON SEAGULL,
1.50
Avon
by Bach
Many of you have probably noticed the sign near the
front of our store: LIBRARY OVERSTOCK $1.98
BARGAINS VALUES UP TO $12.00.
For those who haven’t investigated the books beneath
it, the sign means exactly that. The books are current
titles recently returned by libraries throughout the
country to make room for other titles.
No title is duplicated. Some of the books show slight
signs of library useage, but many others are as new as
ribboned Christmas presents.
We see titles of today’s best paperback sellers THE
THRONE OF SATURN, by Drury; THE NEW CENTURIONS, by Wambaugh; Ira Levin’s THIS PERFECT DAN’, Ramsay Clark’s CRIME IN AMERICA,
plus many novels and non-fiction books Inmost popular
categories. And while the paperbacks are selling for
$1.50 to $1.98, the same books in hardcover are priced
at only $1.98.
Why not check out this section?

SALE
Reg
S32.00
$40.00
$19.00
$18.00

Aztec quarterback Jesse
Freitas made 29 of 46 passes
against the No. 1 ranked

Spartan pass defense, for 427
yards and two interceptions.
On a grass roots computation, this would make
Freitas as the leading passer
in the action.

SJSU ruggers feature
international game flick

This will be the Spartans’
first home match in five
weeks. SJSU defeated the
Chico contingent, 1-0, last
year.
Spartan Steve Gray is
back in action, but still has
problems with a bone spur in
his right leg. Brice Soriano is
expected to be out the rest of
the season with severe wrist
injuries.

I rom
THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

dea72,6
76151/okis

Dresses
Suits
Slacks
Blouses

Nicole BengIveno

assisting Kerr on the stop.

By Bryan Murray
Menendez would have liked a
The SJSU soccermen win
over
the
Bruin
played sixth ranked UCLA to powerhouse, but a tie still
a 1-1 tie Saturday night on helps.
the Bruin’s field.
Playoff chances
UCLA remains unbeaten
Says Menendez, "We tied a
this season but has tied team ranked second on the
University of Washington west coast and sixth in the
and University of San country. It looks good."
Francisco in dual 3-3
The Spartans have yet to
play USF, the No. 1 rated
matches.
The 1-1 score was in- soccer squad on the west
dicative of a "tight game in coast, and third rated in the
every respect", according to country.
coach Julie Menendez,
The home squad’s next test
The Bruins came out will be against the much
slightly ahead in goal shots, improved Chico team, slated
19-18, as goal saves totaled for this Friday in Spartan
eight apiece and UCLA Stadium at 8 p.m.
scored eight corner kicks to
The Chico match is always
SJSU’s seven.
popular since a number of
Joe Giovachinni put the players are from the San
Spartans on the scoreboard Jose area.
first, midway through the
Share program
first half.
Menendez’s
Share
The Bruins caught up Program will also be in
when Sig Schmid did the affect for this game. The
deed with 17 minutes left in program allows various
the match.
community groups to sell
In light of the upcoming tickets to the match and
National Collegiate Athletic collect a percentage of the
Association playoffs, gate revenue.

SPARKS

Spartan water poloists
down Stanford, Bulldogs
By Tim Robb
The SJSU water polo team
extended its seasonal record
to 12-2 last weekend with
victories over Stanford and
Fresno State.
The Spartans’ 7-6 victory
over Stanford avenged one of
their two losses of the
season, while the 9-6 win
over the Bulldogs gave San
Jose a 6-0 Pacific Coast
Athletic Association regular
season record.
The Stanford game, staged
in the Cardinals’ new $3
million aquatic stadium,
started on a bright note for
the Spartans. With nearly
three minutes gone in the
first period, Howard Delano
netted the game’s first goal
on an assist from Tuck
Curren.
However, the
Cardinals came right back to
capture the lead with two
quick goals.
Facing a 2-1 deficit in the
second period the Spartans
came alive and blew the
game wide open. Goals by
Delano, Rick Rider, Glen
Simpson and two by Brad
Jackson gave San Jose a 6-2
halftime lead as the local
poloists shutout the Cardinals in the second period.
Jackson
played
exceptionally well in the
second stanza, assisting
Delano and Rider on their
scores in addition to his own
two tallies.
Second half play became a
little more physical as the
Cardinal squad had its back
against the wall. Stanford

-

SJSU football title hopes
rest on Fresno, 49er’s

The "fly-in-the-ointment"
is the 49er defense. Long
Beach is first in total defense
in the PCAA, and despite an
0-8 record, could give the
Aztecs problems.

situation in last Saturday’s 76 victory over Stanford.
No.
1
SJSU meets

Booters in tie

A

The Bulldogs and Long
Beach have a combined win
total of one game, and the
stronger Aztecs are expected
to run rampant or pass
rampant
over them.

- Spartan
11.(
water poloist Tuck Curren
has a good hold on the

1-1 deadlock

Sale
$23.00
$30.00
$ 8.00
$14.00

FEATI RING
NAM: BR ANDS
Foxy Lady
Plain lane
Malibu Media
I ody of Calif.
40,41,1,4012gWAVe
231 E. Santa Clara
San Jose Ca. 275-9065

sluvacue
4=116

Fodeactle

Either way you’ll
get the shaft.
The BSR 810 and 710 have their brains in
their shaft. A carefully machined metal rod
holding eight precision -molded cams. When
the cam shaft turns, the cams make things
happen. A lock is released, an arm raises and
swings, a record drops, a platter starts spinning,
the arm is lowered, the arm stops, the arm raises
again, it swings back, another record is dropped
onto the platter, the arm is lowered again,
and so on, for as many hours as you like
Deluxe turntables from other companies do
much the same thing, but they use many
more partsscads of separate swinging arms,
gears, plates, and springsin an arrangement that is not nearly as mechanically
elegant, or as quiet or reliable; that produces
considerably more vibration, and is much
more susceptible to mechanical shock than
the BSR sequential cam shaft system.
When you buy a turntable, make sure you
get the shaft. The BSR 710 and 810. From
the world’s largest manufacturer of automatic
turntrIbles
H.(1) (USA) Ltd .
small!. New York 10913
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Junripmaster Howard Stematze leaps off the wing

Parachuting:
’Philosophy & silliness’
storv by / Photos by
Bryan Murray

Tony Jackson
B.A. ’71, M.A. ’72

Scott Mowry

Silhouetted author descends in the evening tranquility

’There is no good reason to jump out of a perfectly good airplane.’
At 2800 feet the jumpmaster waves me out to the
ready position. "Okay you-re
ourside now no I’m not, not
really." I stand in the breeze
for a time while the
photographer takes pictures.
Then the physical command and I leap into limbo
for about three seconds until
the canopy blossoms. So this
is it, I’m really doing it. But
where the heck am I? Where
is the target? Find the
target!
Turning the canopy in a
circle I eventually find the
target. Don Balch is there
pointing a giant plywood
arrow in the direction I
should point the canopy. The
chute responds and I’m
beginning to enjoy the ride.
When I’m close enough the
instructor begins commands
over a bullhorn, "Left turn,
left, left, okay stop." The
landing is harder than
practice
but
not
objectionable. I gather up the
chute and grin. Afterwards
there will be a critique of the
jump, but for now it’s time to
shake hands and tell stories.
How it began
"Falcon Parachute
School," goes the scratchy
recording, "thank you for
calling. Weather is marginal
but we’ll be jumping both
days at Santa Nella. We’ll
start at nine. If you’re
calling for first-jump in =OM

THIS I
WINTER I
For information and reservetions mail this ad. phone or
stop by and ask Barbara
Nevins at Student Services
West on the lower level of
the Student Union. San Jose
State University, 211 South
9th Street. San Jose. CA
95192, 277.2159. Explore
the alternatives before you
decide to go home this
Christmas

1

I
I
I

Circle your destination of
Interest and mail

New York
Flight 1t523 American Air I
s
return
l.
23. I
707.e
Dec n
Jan. 2. 1179. SJS189/LA
$179

Mexico City

Flight #618 United Airline, /
DC -8, Dec 18 return Dec
30. from SF $165 from LA I
$149

Honolulu, Hawaii
Flight #123 Western Airline I
707. Nov. 23 return Nov. 26
from SJ $148

Charter flights available only to students, I
faculty, staff and their I
Immediate families of
San Jose State University,
ISTUDENT SERVICES1
WEST
I’Housing programs available.
Fare based On Pro rata I
share of minimum group 40
administraIand includes an
lion fee of $1500. Fare is
accordance with tariff on file
wilts the CAB and Includes
Iall taxes. Fare may vary I
based on the actual number
Of passengers travelling Par Left are B707 or DC8 lets. I
IMMI MA,

formation, wait for the tone,
speak clearly... "
Peeeep! "Yes, I need
some information for our
readers. I would like to
enroll in your school, please
phone me at... "
Soon this reporter is puttputting up to San Carlos
airport along with staff
and
photographer
parachutist Scott Mowry.
He relates several interesting jump stories. I take
special note of the time he
landed in a private backyard
and was bit by a german
shepherd.
Mental note: Ask about
dogs.
Standing in the doorway of
the Falcon Parachute School
reveals a cluster of people
poised in the "I don’t know
you and you don’t know me"
postures.
There are
two
accountants, one hard-hat
diver,
an
electronics
assembler and another
student. They are mostly
neo-30’s and all male, save
one lady accountant.
Enter the Falcon
Someone points out the
instructor as he walks in. He
looks the part, suntanned,
slim, hip and very, very
cheery.
Class opens with Mr.
Cheer introducing himself as
Don Balch. He carefully lists
number of credentials:
licensed
jumpmaster,
rigger, commercial pilot,
safety officer for the United
States
Parachute
Association, etc.
Balch pulls out a slide
projecter. As they click by he
says, "There is no good
reason to jump out of a
perfectly good airplane."
There are a few snickers
and
some
non comprehending looks.
"But you’re all going to
jump," his voice crescendos,
"first because you came
through the door, but also
because you spent $55 and
like most Americans you are
going to get your money’s
worth if it kills you!" He
slams the wall.
Obviously the man has a
lot of energy. The class
knows he is joking. Turning

serious he says that no one
will be forced to jump, or be
pushed from the airplane.
Therein lies the method of
Don Balch’s teaching. He
gives practical instruction

interspersed with philosophy
and silliness. But even
silliness has a purpose. After
all, things can get too serious
in teaching skydiving.
Soon the technical information comes. Busy note
pads record everything:
equipment check; lift, arch
and count; total malfunctions, partial malfunctions,
etc. Two hours go by. The
myriad of things that could
go wrong weigh heavily on
the mind. What if I blow it?
Oh no! The lady accountant is flirting with
Balch. Balch is flirting back.
Ah, so what!
The second highlight is
practicing in the harness.
Balch
demonstrates,
dangling from the straps in a
spread-eagle
position.
Swinging in the air he yells,
"One
thousand,
two
thousand, three thousand,

four thousand, five thousand,
six thousand, look over the
shoulder! Total malfunction!, feet together, bend at
the waist, pull the ripcord to
reserve chute), and punch!"

The class goes through the
routine verbatim, mustering
as much elan as the instructor.
Canopy control is another
area that must be understood. The principles are
easy, but even simple ideas
are hard to master when one
is apprehensive about using
them.
The lady accountant does
not understand, Balch keeps
her after for special attention.
Jump-day jitters
Nine a.m. Sunday on a
desolate airstrip outside Los
Banos finds the first-jump
students huddled together
sharing their mutual fears.
Also present are the
regulars, they are similar to
skiing’s hotdogger, cool,
vaguely rouguish, knowing.
real
the
They
are
skydivers, while our first

jump will be aided by a static
line or "dope rope." Dope
ropes automatically open the
chute seconds after the
jumper leaves the plane.
The training session starts

foot on the step!, left hand on
the wing strut, left foot on the
step! Eyes on the horizon.
Think lift, arch and count,
wait for the physical command (slap on the thigh),
GO!
And that’s it.
Doing it
Well, what does it feel
like? The sensations are
varied as the personalities
that do it.
For me it was a feeling of
detachment. I wasn’t really
doing it, I was only watching
a movie.
Leaping from the plane is
done in a state of mindlessness, it is automatic. The
wind blurs one’s vision until
the chute finally opens.
From there on it’s "fat city,"
just sit back and enjoy the
ride.
It is comforting to see an
expert like Balch down on
the ground, guiding and
watching every move.
The other students were
unanimous in their happiness over jumping. Some
of them just sit around under
a tree and contemplate what
they have done.
After the aura
After the fun it’s time to go
back to work. Note pad in
hand. I ask Balch about the
one thing he would like the

1665 Willow St.
San Jose, California
95125
267-2700
Res. :275.6799

Ili Penn
Mutual
.

FREE
ON RING DAY ONLY!
YOUR OWN
PERSONAL
SIGNATURE
/ ENGRAVED
INSIDE YOUR
RING!...
A $300 VALUE-FREE!
RING DAY:

Weds. Nov. 7th & Thurs. Nov. 8th

DEPOSIT REQUIRED:

M:5

FROM 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
In The Spartan Bookstore
# NERFF JONES

with learning how to fall.
That may sound silly unless
one considers how many
other sports teach how to fall
properly. Judo, Akido, and
gymnastics trainers consider it important. Everyone
masters the technique
easily.
Balch verbalizes the final
routine to remember, "Right
hand on the wing strut, right

AUTO
INSURANCE
LOW LOW RATES
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
STEVE PEACOCK INS.

365-0427
Or

266-0183

40000er

Et YARROW
FORMERLY WITH / REFER, MULL fiND MARY
Presented b.y

tun

Tr

A

Go directly to jail. Do not pass Go. Do not collect $200.

The King of
Marvin Gardens
A 88S Production

I superb metaphor tor
.
movie is the candor and
The performances are fabulow.
Arthur Knight
Saturdav Review
Starring

41.5. PEER EMEIbINS
NOV. 7, AT 1:00 IN THE A.S. COUNCIL; EHAMBERS

FREE

public to know about his
sport. He says, One of the
biggest things is that people
are uninformed or worse,
about
misinformed
skydiving."

An agent of the Penn
Mutual Life Ins. Co.
VVanted to help college
students plan their financial
success through the use of
life insurance and the setting
of realistic goals. Feel free
to call or drop in at:

FREE

JACK NICHOLbON BRUCE DERN ELLEN BURSTYN
produced and directed by Bob Rafelson written by Jacob Brackman and Rob Rafelson
Executive Producer Steve Blauner

presented by A.S.
7& 10 pm

Wed. Nov. 7
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’Gone With the Wind’ flounders at Curran
By Kit Cameron
Special to the Daily
No one knows whether the
Japanese -sponsored expedition to Scotland will
succeed in capturing the
Loch Ness monster and
dragging it back to their
island to be oggled. Unfortunately there is no doubt
that Japanese show biz
entrepreneurs have ensnared "Gone With the
Wind" and condemned it to a
similarly undignified fate on
the musical stage.
They have turned a
durable epic into a helpless

giant which will be floundering about at the Curran
Theater in San Francisco
through the end of the
month.
advertising
Despite
claiming that it is based on
Margaret Mitchell’s novel,
which
musical
this
originated in Tokyo last year
the
like
more
looks
illegitimate offspring of the
classic movie. The plot and
character development of
the musical play, in fact,
makes no sense at all unless
one has seen the film.

The book is an epic. The
movie is an epic. The
musical is ponderous and
completely lacks this largerthan-life quality.
The musical cast proves
conclusively that no one can
ever replace the stars of the
film. Pernell Roberts ilate of
"Bonanza") comes closest in
his portrayal of Rhett at
least he projects some of the
same randy masculine
charm which Clark Gable
gave the role, and adds an

adequate singing voice.
Unfortunately, the same
cannot be said for Lesley
Ann Warren’s Scarlett. Miss
Warren lacks the stature
necessary to play the
legendary bitch -goddess,
and her singing voice is more
suited to a small piano bar
than to a theater.
The best voices in the cast
belong to Udana Power and
Terence Monk, who appear
as Melanie and Ashley. Too
bad their acting is less

distinguished than their
singing.
The only vital and convincing performance is by
who
Robinson,
Cheryl
tackles Prissy a role which
Butterfly McQueen made
her own in the film. Miss
Robinson steals every scene
she’s in which, given the
competition, may not be as
hard as it sounds.
Just as mercilessly as the
Yankees looted Atlanta,
composer -lyricist Harold

Fine Arts

Nova Kordoj features

’unusual’ music style
Nova Kordoj, a string Kordoj, a string quartet
presenting music in an unusual fashion, will appear in
concert Thursday night at 8:15 in the SJSU Concert
Hall.
In "Prelude" by Toshiro Mayuzumi, the quartet
players seat themselves as far apart as possible so that
each individual is heard separately. The final work,
"Black Angels," by George Crumb, contains new
string techniques, such as playing and whistling,
bowing tuned crystal wine glasses.
Members of the ensemble include Patricia Strange,
principal second violinist in the San Jose Symphony,
Stephen Zaplain, concertmaster of the SJSU Symphony Orchestra.
The concert is free. Further information may be
obtained by calling 277-2255.

Also on display are the
impressionistic paintings of
Charlotte Dunn, capturing
landscapes, seascapes and
portraits on canvas.
The Conley-Dunn exhibit
may be viewed at no charge
on weekdays from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. and on Saturdays from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Further
information may be obtained
by calling 287-2788.

cept of the production seems
to be that bigger is better.
This gives rise not only to
overkill
choral
arrangements, but also to
dances which look like
choreographed troop
movements as 40 extras
do frantic Virginia reels
while the principals step
forward to deliver little plotadvancing speeches.
The set designer believes
that if a strand of Spanish
moss looks Southern, tiers of

SJSU Symphony
presents fall concert
Under the baton of Robert H. Manning, the SJSU
Symphony Orchestra will present its fall concert at
8:15 p.m. next Tuesday at SJSU Concert Hall.
Gary Bovyer, SJSU clarinet soloist, will perform in
Mozart’s "Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra K622,"
along with the overture to the opera "Merry Wives of
Windsor," by Nicolai.
Bovyer, the principal clarinetist with the Berkeley
Free Orchestra, has played with the youth chamber
orchestra of the Oakland Symphony and has been a
soloist with the SJSU Symphony Band.
This free performance of the 77 member symphnoy
will also include Howard Hansen’s "Symphony No. 2,
opus 30."

it are more so. If one Confederate flag indicates that
the scene is the South at war,
an entire stage festooned
with them makes an even
stronger statement.
The designer is at his best
with
modes
of
transportation. There is a lovely
smoke-belching train which
brings soldiers home for
Christmas, and an even
better live horse which
provides Scarlett with an
escape from Atlanta under
siege.
A cameo appearance by a
horse could stop only a poor
show, and that’s exactly
what happened in "Gone
With the Wind." Better to
wait until the movie comes
around again than to sit
through this.
3j gni Var-Mo
UAW DEC RETURN Jomumy
FOsilO oR RESERVAI IONS
C ON T_ACT BAABARA CAS
AT THE SAN JCis EXtTIN
THE LOWER LEVEL Of NE

9Tv04NT UNION OR, _CALL

BkRA

f4FA,
YEA

287-27
RX, NEW
cts.

i;;Cr:r4111rEld._

Festival open to craftsmen

Two-woman show
captures nature
’’Ms California" and
"People, Places and Things"
are the titles of a two-woman
art show being presented at
the San Jose Public
Library’s Third Floor
Gallery through Nov. 30.
The library features the
paintings of Barbara Conley,
who works mainly in acrylic.
Her primary subject matter
is the California countryside.

Rome looted twenty years of
musicals to piece together
his score. He even has
Scarlett sing something
called "Today’s the Day,"
whole phrases of which are
from
directly
lifted
"Tonight" in "West Side
Story." The few nice musical
moments, such as a gospelflavored solo by Manuny
(Theresa Merritt) are
spoiled by overblown choral
finales.
In fact, the guiding con-

Konstantin Simonovitch

Paris orchestra to play
The Contemporary Music
Orchestra of Paris, will
perform in theConcert Hallof
the Music Department
Friday night at 8:15.
Conducted by Konstantin

Simonovitch, the orchestra,
during its current tour in the
U.S., has expanded its
repertory to include works
by American composers
such as Ives, Cage, Riley and

Reich.
Admission to the concert is
$1 for students and $3 for the
general public. For further
information call 277-2255.

Screening for entrance in
the first San Jose Christmas
Festival will be held for
artists and craftsmen on
Nov. 10, 16, and 17 between 12
and 2 p.m. at the San Jose
City Hall at 801 N. First St.
The festival will take place
in the City Park at Market
Street and Park Avenue on
the three weekends before
Christmas. The festival is
sponsored by the City
Council and San Jose Performing Arts League.
There will be an arts and
crafts bazaar, international
food booths, children’s
events, and performances by

a L, ge selection of the city’s
performing arts groups,
including several concerts
presented by the San Jose
Symphony.

r

retrypoetrypoetrypoetrypoetrypoetrypoetrypoetrypoetrypo
It came back today,
It was the biggest event since the flood last May.
It was greeted in royal glittering style,
While a child eating bread crumbs holds a satisfied smile.

Dreams caressing my sacrificed heart
children of my childhood
cherubs of my canvassed life:
Where have you gone?
Have you left the ancestral home?
Hope of my beginning,
mirror of my end:
is Fate so cruel
to let no one proudly escape
the imposing chanting cricket’s claim
that nature’s favored child is Life,
and that the bastard art of personal designs,
like the ambition of tyrannous oppression,
seeking to sterilize natural hearts,
must be stifled when secure in its pride?
Thus the fortune-cooky-prediction’s now
a tardy admonition to my better self:
"Hell is paved with good intentions".
And I guess I meant too well.

The townspeople held a banner long,
In honor of those who are brave and strong.
They have waited a year,
But if they cheer, it’s only out of fear.
All over the land they said there were none,
It’s only this team that is number one.
But out in the field there is a child crying,
The bombs that dropped left its mother dying.
In the flatlands of a great state,
A tall man eats his steak.
He hangs-on tight to his white hat,
Some starve while he gets fat.
He knows that the whole depends on the parts,
He settles back and lets a fart.
He sits ceremonious in the New Year cheer,
He has reached not escape but reality
with his neighbor’s beer.

Once upon a campaign dreary,
One year when the tricks were leary,
There was a sign out in the crowd
"Bring us together," and Richard said "Wow!"
"That sounds good, I think I’ll try,"
said Tricky Dicky on the sly.
That was ’68, before the tapes, before
Spiro Agnew, and Watergate.

Andre Kole, "America’s leading illusionist,"
presents a full -stage production dealing
with the fantasy and the reality of the
supernatural world -extrasensory perception
predictions of the future- the miracles of
Christ- the greatest illusions ever conceived
in the minds of men.

’72 brought McGovern, and too few listened,
My eyes grew tearful as the T.V. glistened.
But! said softly, "You’ll be sorry
For voting for Tricky and his Follies."

Enrique Perezarce

Thursday, Nov. 8th at 7:30

Now the proceedings have begun
And impeachment nooses are being strung.
At last dear Richard, you’ve done your job,
We’re at last "together,"
In your lynch mob.

Morris Dailey Auditorium

Warren Hein

Italian
engravings

Philippine dancers
perform

This is the big game,
The others are all just the same.
This one is for the conference title,
The fat man is his own witness to be beguiled.

The Bayanihan Philipine
Dance Company, a group of
27 dancers and 12 musicians,
will perform at DeAnza
College’s Flint Center at 8:30
p.m. on Nov. 29.
The Bayanihan offers
theatrical versions of folk

The quarterback fades to throw a pass,
While the defensive tackle tries to cream his ass.
But the pass is off,
Ten seconds to go, it has to be caught.
In afar off land the bombs are dropping,
If we want to win, there is no stopping.
The peaceful people know why the fire comes,
Because we want to be number one.
The pass is caught.
The big bomb has been dropped.
The fat man is intoxicated.
The child dead and mutilated.

customs and social dance in
their sixth tour of North
America. A Columbia Artist
Management presentation,
the Bayanihan is being
presented by Gordon Crowe
and First American Concerts.

Black culture

Brad Bollinger

Prints of the Italian
a major
Renaissance,
historical survey organized
by the National Gallery of
Art in Washington, D.C., will
be on exhibit at the
California Palace of the
Legion of Honor beginning
Saturday through Jan. 13, at
Lincoln Park in San Francisco.

Tickets: $1.50 at door or in Student Union

Presented by Campus Crusade for Christ

SPECIAL TODAY
2 Cheese Enchiladas
8 a Tossed Green Salad
Reg.

Black cultural experiences
in America during the 19305
and ’40s are recaptured in
"Dem Good 01’ Days" at the
Oakland Museum from noon
to 7 p.m. on Sunday.
The public is Invited and
admission is free. The
museum is located at 10th
and Oak streets.

$ 1. 10

SPECIAL
TODAY

Study at The
Professional Art School
:

WHERE FRIENDS
COME AND MEET :
EA u

ro

EDDIE’s
FAST
:
CHILI
SGOD
FOOD T060
POOL TABLES
PINBALL MACHINES

:261 E. WILLIAMS ST:
BETWEEN 6TH 8, 7TH.
BLOCK SO of SCHOOL
SS

A Academy of
Art College
625 Sutter St , San Francisco.
CA 94102 / 672-4200
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
DAY )1 EVENING CLASS

SCHEDULE

DEGREE& DIPLOMA COURSES
COUNSELING/ VETERAN APPROVED
ADVERTISING, DESIGN, FASHION,
ILLUSTRATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, FILM,
ETCHING, LITHOGRAPHY, DRAWING,
PAINTING AND SCULPTURE

Calendar
WED
THUR
FRI

SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THUR

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

SNAIL
ALBERT COLLINS
SNAIL
SNAIL
ORIGINAL CHILDHOOD’S END
CLOSED
FUNERAL WELLS
SNAIL
BONNIE BRAMLETT

30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000
No Cava Sae-Wed

95c
YT
PEANUT’S
Across from Admin, Bldg.
HOURS

6 : 30 am - 9 pm Mon. thru Thur.
Fri. till 5 :00
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’The Stone Killer’ a sermon
on evil for violence-lovers
By Lod Rauh
Good guys and bad guys
rally ’round the streets of
Los Angeles, the "hub of
society," and over the desert
playing hide and seek in the
movie The Stone Killer."
Though production and
direction of Michael Winner
added to the array of scenes,
the movie’s plot lacked
thought and leaned upon
"The Godfather" too heavily
as a crutch for background
material.
as
Charles Bronson,

detective Lou Torre, is
immersed in a plot full of
killings.
and
chases
Ironically he still emerges
full of finesse and class with
little or no blood on his
hands. Bronson is forceful,
yet he cannot escape the role
of the "hard-headed big
wheel" projected in the
majority of his previous
movies.
The plot revolves around
Mafia hirings of "stone
killers," who are coldhearted Vietnam veterans,

to do away with all Mafia
families except one led by
Martin Balsam. The idea of
"stone killers" passes for
social comment, but conveniently ties in with the
majority of the plot.
Photography
Of noteworthy significance
outstanding
was
the
photography of Richard
scenes
Chase
Moore.
comparable to those in
"Bullit" and "The French
Connection" bring the
audience to the edge of their

anticipation.
seats
in
Although bouncing over
railroad tracks and through
stores, Bronson manages to
casually step from his car
time after time with his
usual straight-laced look. It
is scenes such as these that
bring a creeping, sarcastic
humor to the movie.
A letdown
The letdown is almost
overwhelming when the
police track down every one
of the "stone killers" but
never get to the heart of the

Gates solos sweetly
Bread man’s ’First’
By John Adkisson
Special to the Daily
Can you remember when
David Gates was a Mermaid?
That was in 1963 when the
former piece of Bread joined
four
with
together
girlfriends and cut the
single,
million -selling
’Icicles, Popsicles." Now
you remember the Mermaids. The song was overproduced, melodic and sweet
- and David Gates hasn’t
changed his style much
since.
Mermaid
four
His
girlfriends disappeared from
the music scene after
"Icicles, Popsicles," but

David Gates returned to his
native Canada and in 1970
started clicking with the
band Bread.
Bread soon earned the
reputation of a solid ballad
machine, not so hot in person, but dynamite in the
studio. Now, after ten or
twenty singles and five or ten
albums, David Gates has
released his first solo album,
"First."
As usual, Gates has
written, produced, arranged,
and performed the ten
selections on his album. The
man is undoubtedly a skilled
technician, there isn’t a
bumpy spot in any of the
mixing, the arrangements

are quite proper, the songs
themselves are well-written,
and his expressive voice
falters for not a note. On the
face of it there is nothing to
complain about.
But the album’s shortcomings are ironically found
in its polish. There is no
excitement in "First."
This is the reason David
Gates turns so many people
off. With all his splendor and
ballad expertise he sounds
suspiciously like a computor
at times - a computor that
has been programmed a
brilliant idea and repeats it a
million times for effect.
This is not to say there are
no stand-outs on this album.

In fact every song on the
record has a certain appeal
to it. Bread fans will most
likely turn flips over it.
The song "Lorilee" employs an effective use of
horns and actually renders
the listener a few minutes of
the blues. "Sail Around the
World," and "Clouds" are
the best of the old. Both
songs are carbon copy of
older Gates themes, but well
done. The real underachievers on "First" are
found in the redundant "Help
is On the Way" and "Ann".
The latter is a sleepy tune
that suffices as a moldy
version of every Bread song
ever recorded.

Peter Yarrow to sing, rap
Peter Yarrow, former
member of the Peter, Paul
and Mary trio will perform
at 1 p.m. today in the A.S.
Council Chambers in the
Student Union.
Yarrow will sing while
accompanying himself on guitar and will have a rap
session with the audience
during the performance.
Admission is free.

Peter Yarrow

When you need
a pencil we get
the lead out.

Theodore
Bikel
at Flint
Folksinger-guitarist
Theodore Bikel will perform
Saturday night at 8:30 at
Flint Center, De Anza
College in Cupertino.
Cost of tickets range from
$2.50 to $5.50 and are
available at San Jose Box
Office, Peninsula Box Office
and all Macys.

Magician
Andre Kole
to perform
Andre’ Kole, an illusionist
and recognized inventor of
magical effects, will present
"Do the Dead Return"
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
Morris Daily Auditorium.
Tickets are $1.50 and can
be purchased at a table in the
Student Union or at the door.
Kole will present a fullstage production dealing
with the fantasy and the
reality of the supernatural
world, extrasensory perception, predictions of the
future and the miracles of
Christ.

That goes for any other kind of art supplies you
n,,ght need, too.
We’ve got the largest selection of all the big
names in art supplies that you’ll find anywhere.
No matter what you need.
And you’ll find our prices are right.
Because we keep our pencil sharp..

san Joie paint
and wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fair -San Joie
.248-4171
365 San Antonio Rd. Mt.View
.941-3600

Pc443.1"114)41411
Recycled
"SNb

11

clothing Surplus -Mart
army -navy- civilian

Sal.

10:30

6:30

Please come m and see our fabulous array of surplus
clothing at huge bargain prices on all items including.

raided blue jeans 11mea.ilat4Alikts
West ern sAirds
Deninija..c4e74
iittin Coat./
9418-.557.5
476
14tASSOciate5

s.. teSt

one block from San Salvador St.)

Spanish comedy
presented tonight

trouble, the Mafia.
"The Stone Killer" is
another movie for violencevampires,
and
lovers
following the booming trend
that occurred after "The
Godfather." With Balsam’s
statement, "Nothing
changes, only the names,"
the sermon of evil is put
across rather bluntly,
leaving the audience with the
sober impression that crime
is here to stay.

IStaton I
Brothers at
coffeehouse

Grateful
Dead
concert

Soft country-rock group
The Staton Brothers will
appear at the Joint Effort
Coffeehouse tomorrow and
Friday at 8 p.m. Admission
is $1 for students, $1.50 for
the public.

The Grateful Dead will be
performing in concert
Friday,
Saturday
and
Sunday nights, 8 p.m., at
Winterland, San Francisco.
Tickets are $5 in advance
and $5.50 at the door.

a ’k

San Fernando streets.
The comedy, written by
Spanish
playwright
Alejandro Casona, will be
put on by the SJSU Department of Spanish Language
and Literature under the
direction of Ricardo Monteavaro. He begins his fourth
year of presenting Spanish
drama to SJSU and the San
Jose community.
The program will also

"The Well Kept Secret" or
"Secret Bien Guardado," a
one-act, Spanish language
comedy will be presented
tonight at 8:15 in the SJSU
Studio Theater, Fifth and

We’ll park
your car even
in the rain

)
14-1.

include a presentation of
Spanish music and a tape
recorded interview with
Casona.
Admission
is
free.
Invitations, which are
required for admission, may
be obtained in the Department of Foreign Languages
(Seventh and San Carlos
streets) between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m.

NEED A CHANGE?
TAKEOUT YOUR DISHWASHER
TO THE GARRET.

daily & monthly rates

A pleasant place to dine out.
Entertainment Tues. to Sun.
The Garret

SILVA

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M. DAILY
1875 Bascom Ave. (In the Pruneyard

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS? Join a college age
BALLET class at Eufrazia School of
Basic "technique" for
Ballet
beginning dancers. Small classes
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Dir 241 1300
PRICES ARE BEST AT SAN JOSE
WATERBED CO. 454W Santa Clara
St 801 Almaden Ave
APPLICATIONS FOR AS PROGRAM
BOARD are now being accepted
interested students should apply at
the Associated Students Office in the
Student Union
Leather craft tools & supplies.
Buckles, belt blanks, dye, rivets,
latigo, purse kits, patterns, advice
Orange Peal Cratt Gallery 257 4298
PARKING: 2 blocks from library S600
per month 293 4275
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "king Of
Marvin Gardens" Nov. 7th, Student
Union Ballroom. Two shows 7:30 &
10 p.m. 50c Presented by A.S.
THE MOVIE SHE DIDN’T WANT TO
MAKE
Jane Fonda other worst.
FRIDAY
FLICKS
presents
"BARBARELLA" Nov. 17th 7 & 10
pm Presented by Alpha Phi Omega
in the College Union.
"GETTING IN IOUCH" is a body
oriented growth center located 5
min from Los Gatos in the Santa
Croy Mts Workshops starting soon
include massage awareness, body
awareness & light encounter, & a
body oriented couples grOup. For
additional into. Call 867.4562
FRIDAY NIGHT PAIRING+ Meet
new people learn to develop
meaningful
relationships
Awareness encounter group
SI
Sequoia growth center 1208 Martin
SJ Alt Frdys 8pm 11 2, 11 6, etc 288
8075
IN CASE YOU DIDN’T KNOW Bill’s
College Pharmacy is just down the
street
10th St that is!
CHARLIE CHAPLAIN FILM SERIES
plus
"The
Circus"
"The
Nov. 11th 1973.
Immigrant" Sun
Student Union Ballroom? & 9:30Pm.
Pub, S1.50.
Students SI. Gen
Presented by A.S.
READY FOR SOMETHING NEW?
Try Scottish traditional dancing for
great fun & exercise. Every MOn.
night, Born. 1St Christian Church, 80
S 5th St or call 297.7774 eve for
information
PRE SEASON
BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT rosters available
in Student Activities Office, now
through Nov 16.
CO ED INNERTUBE WATER POLO
rosters
available
in
Student
Activities Office, now through Nov
19.

AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
I..:
Student Refused 25 per cent OFF
FOR 30 GPA OR NON SMOKER
948 0223 Days
Eve 241 8873
FUNKY.
RELIABLE,
ROOMY
TRANSPORTATION! ’61 FALCON
STA WAGON REBUILT LNG
CARPI, 4 NEW TIRES
GOOD
CORD
$300 or best offer call 793
0031
TIRED OF
AUTO INSURANCE
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSI5,
Auto
Student
Originators
of
insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years No student refused Call 289
8681 or slop by 404 5 3rd St . second
floor 13rd & San Salvador)

k

Entertainment

’66 Pont. LeMans. ye Overhead cam
Full power accessories, Inc power
antenna $500 Call 288 6071 Eve
Preferrable
HONDA
CL 350, excellent con
clition. 5599 or best offer. Call 218
2120
HONDA H. 350 1970. Low mileage,
recent engine tune up, runs like a
presidential candidate 269 0375.
’63 CHEVY IMPALA, very depen
dable, good cOnditIon. a new tires.
rebuilt auto trans $275 Best offer
736 0920 after 6 30
FOR SALE Size 9 San Marco Flo
lined plastic ski boots. New never
used, too small Call 777 7109 or see
Bus Tower 352 S75

Most mator brands of quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
Plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
equipment periodic specials below
dealer cost 252 2028 after 5 p.m

COEDS
WANTED
for
nude
photography Beginners OK! Call
259 0196

WINEMAKING
EQUIPMENT
&
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign &
domestic wines & beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N 4th 295 7438.
BARGAINS Old Pottery old jewelry
pier
frames books turn appl
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc Thousands of items to
choose from
THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open wed
thru Sun
FREE park & admission 1940 5 lot
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
Pound Any amount Phone 293 7954

eeded for INTRA MURAL.
BASKETBALL
PRE SEASON
Applications available in Student
Activities Office through Nov 15

PISCEAN 8, CO. has some of the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king size bed as low
as $103 Four locations
I 331 N tot
287 7030 2 1528 W San Carlos 294
1455 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr 1001
Sara Sunnyv’le Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
B2L25
a c82K2LI
IGHT POSTERS
SI SO.
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TUBES COMPLETE 4 FOOT $23.95
2 FOOT $18 95 AND 18 INCHES
511 99, STROBE LIGHTS S19.99, GAS
GLO BULBS 53 50. PATCHES 700 &
UP,
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
25
STICKS 29c PIPES 51 00 & UP,
INDIA BEDSPREADS L5.95 & UP,
T SHIRTS 8200.
EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 750 EACH
BROOKS, 00k San Fernando 1 Blk
from SJSU Phone 292 0409
with
WARM YOUR COCKLERS
Dean Swift fancy Sniffing Snuff.
Send name, etc for free samples.
Dean Swift Ltd. Box 2009 San
FranciscO, CA 94126
WINE RACKS Rustic. hand crafted,
woaf. Weathered by the elements
for up to 50 yrs. 55 to IS 264 1187

PAINTER OR SIGN MAKER wanted
to do some work for ski shop, contact
Skyline Sports, 295 5600

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Young gray & white male cat
at E San Salvador wearing flea
collar. Call 298 5977 on weekdays.
LOST: Some of our customers! Bill’s
College Pharmacy

HOUSING
PERSONALS

ROOMS ACROSS
THE
CAMPUS,
Boys 468 5 6th St & 99 S 9th from
860 shared or $79 pot Girls 182 S
10th trorn 565 mo
Utilities pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or call 2950514
BDRM. FURN. APT ’WA carpeting
AEK, S225 695 5 11th 275 1974

UNWANTED
HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E
Santa
811 294 4499
Clara Street Rrn
Nantelle
ALL THE DUCKS HAVE MOVED TO
SAN JOSE WATERBED CO.

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Coed
All facilities for students 79 50 sh. to
710931:0 single 202 5 11th Phone 293

WILL WALKER, WHERE ARE YOU?
Michele and Rocket Phone number
in New College Office
WORLD
INTO THE
"I CAME
CAUGHT UP IN THE INFINITE
BEAUTY of the simple act of loving
and that is beautiful " For
I am,
more on printed cards send $1 &
stamped reply env to Diane Roth
PO Box 11694 Palo Alto, CA 94306.

HOUSE Well
FERNANDO
SAN
located for serous students Maid &
linen serv
Color TV Kitchen.
631o4589.50 237 E San
Pe
F rrkna’ng695)3
do 29
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrm 3155 mo
New carpet. swimming pool. air
free parking & private
coed
balcony Perfect ch..: 51 S loth
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 795 3962

PERSONAL at
WE
DON’T’TilGETP,T.00rmaPcr,
aS
C
Disabled man desires female com
panion to help him with apt maint
in exchange for FREE RENT. Call
after 5 PM, Bryan Hal! 298 7308

MEN Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpel, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 11th St

THE MOVIE SHE DIDN’T WANT TO
MAKE ... Jane Fonda at her worst
FRIDAY
FLICKS
presents
"BARBARELLA". Nov. 9th 7 & 10
pm Presented by Alpha Phi Omega
in the College Union,

Quiet Ito rooms,
APTS. FOR RENT
W W
studios & 1 Bdrrns
turn
1
carpets, swim pool, reC MOM
13,drm.
s .j $130 Studios 5100 620 S 9th
St
GIRLS: 2 bdrrn turn apartment 5130
3 poem furnished apartment $165 1
bdrrn
furnished apartment 5115
Studio apartment furnished 5100 All
apartments reduced ’
blk SJSU
119 So 10th St 10 a m 230 pm

MARGO WONG, where are you? If
anyone knows, write to Bill Ellis.
43040 St , No 5 Oakland, CA 94609

SERVICES

LARGE STUDIO apartment 595
Medium 1 Bedroom apartment $120
Large 2 bedroom apartment 5150
628 South 10th Street

HELP WANTED

PHOTOGRAPHY WEDDINGS SIII
FREE color slides
Advertising,
Portraits. PR 275 0596
TYPING,
FAST.
ACCURATE,
ELECTRIC. CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 00 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, ac

1 BDRM. APT. 5 block from library
on 4th St, Quiet, new carpets, torn.
5170 per mo. 48 S. 4th St 2137-7387

RN’S AIDES AND ORDERLIES Full
or part time Best pay in Bay Area
Pick your hrs 293 0112
MENWOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS, No
exper
required
Excellent pay
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer
Send S3
tur in
iob or career
formation SEAFAX, Dept It P0
Box 7049, Port Angeles, Washington
98367
MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream, candy, soft drink route
Arrange a work schedule com
Potable with class schedule 30 to SO
per cent comm Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 297 4228
Australia.
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Europe, S America, Africa, etc
Students all professions & oc
cupations 5700 to 13000 monthly
Free
Expenses paid. Overtime
inforniation
Write
trans world
research co dept a I, P0 Box 603,
Corte Madera, CA 94925
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED!
Earn 8200
each semester with
only a few hours work at the
beginning of the semester
IN
TERNATIONAL
MARKETING
SERVICE, 519 Glenrock Ave. Suite
203. Los Angeles, CA 90024
PICK YDUR OWN HOURS.
Small
motorcycle shop needs girl for light
bookkeeping 6, to run errands. Hour
flexible, atmosphere great. 13 & M
Cycles 2263 Story Rd.. S J 259 4663

WORK STUDIO.OFFICE SPACE,
suitable for work area or small
2 block from library on 4th
office
St. 00 per month 2077381.
PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED
APARTMENTS, 2 bedroom $135 3
bedroom 5165 6205 10th SI 795 5144
LA DONNA APTS 1 bedroom apts
turn 5130 unfurn S125 w w new
carpets Quiet, near campus 285 S
4th St Call Ben. 788 83133 or John 356
5708
WILL SHARE my 2 story home with a
serious male student, $100 mo 3
miles from campus After 6 pm 226

curate and dependable
Emmerich

RENT A
delivery
251 2598

3 lines

4 lines
I5 lutes
i 1 6 lines
’ 1 4. h add.
I

1,..inAi iine
od

50
200
250
300
50

Jyr.

200
250
300
350
so

.1ny .

240
290
340
390

250
300
350
400

f or Sale

SO

SO

SO

U La..; km.

TV OR STEREO, free
free service Call Esche’s

IBM. Near campus 287 4355

B ASIC GUITAR INSTRUCTION Call
292.2863. ask for Ron.
FOLK GUITAR WORKSHOPS to
Benefit the United Farmworkers
and the San Jose Peace Center will
start Nov land Nov 11 FEE is 515
for 8 wks. For more info call 297 2299
or 2975861
B RIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
tor LOWEST Bay area rates $OS
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice full set of
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS
ALL
NEGATIVES Extra full color 8 X
10’s SI 25 each
Staff
of
70
photographers
Make
an
ap
pOontment see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
p m for FREE Bridal Packet Call
257 3161
THE MOVIE SHE DIDN’T WANT TO
MAKE
Jane Fonda at her worst.
FRIDAY
FLICKS
presents
"BARBARELLA". Nov. 9th 7 & 10
pm Presented by Alpha Phi Omega
in the College Union.
TYPIST -FAST, Accurate Can edit
Master’s etc
Near AJCC
Mrs.
Aslanran
2984104
TYPING: Reasonable, experienced
fast
IBM Selectric with symbols,
font for technical typing No editing.
Call 263 2739

e

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4248 Los Gatos
ALL KINDS OF TYPING, my home,
narrative &statistical. theses, study
guides, etc Reasonable 2869721

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA Student
flights all year round CONTACT
ISCA 11687 San Vicente Blvd Ape
No 4 L A Calif 90049 TEL 12131
826 5669 or (7141 287 3010
FLYING SOON? Well "It pays to be
young wilt, TWA" Your TWA
Bill
Campus
Representative
Crawford 1225 72621 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
Take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7267 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 298 6600
or your local travel agent
PILOTS GROUND SCHOOL. a day
course Nov 10, 11. 17. 113, private
560 Comm 575 Taught by certified
fit & grnd instructor Bob. 2110200
YOU CAN WALK TO ITt To Bill’s
College Pharmacy on South 10th St
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO MEXICO
Mazatlan
$249 inclusive 0 days?
nights incl round trip air fare, hotel on
the beach plus extras
Puerto
Vallarta
S259 inclusive 8 days
7
nights Incl round trip air fare, hotel
on beach, full day cruise to Yelepa,
plus extras. Call after Spm 274 4613.
Richard

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175

bI

IC 0..11 app...

r Al

3r rellitts and secs

to, .,

35
35

35
35

,

Check a Classification
1: Help Cooled
Lu

Alice

TYPING

Print Your Ad Here:

.lays

225
215
325
375

Aar,

Mrs

Santa Clara

ALL KINDS OF TYPING in my Home
Reasonable Rates 2644920
PISCEAN L CO. comes thru with
complete
bicycle
110 speed
specialists) parts. sales & service at
student prices. nearby
Friendly
helpful service We carry Piscean,
Bridgestone
Regina,
Ross,
Mossberg. Magneet 331 N Isl 287
7030

Classified Rates
One
rimy
SI

249 2864

STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 998 1869

GA"R"DEN STUDIOS: 5109 & 5119
Four pools
Laundry. off street
Parking 1319 Sunny CI Walk, Bike.
Drive or Bus to SJSU 797 1200
ROOMMATE to
MALEFEMALE
share rent in coed house. Hillsdale &
Almaden I Bdrm 2 ba 560 mo 266
5817
Sm. Cottage 5115 ma Couples only.
9719 after 600
NEXT TO SJSU. Nice, clean, studio
apt New shag carpet. All utilities
incl 590 Call 225 4772 or 298 5003.
MALE TO SHARE 2 bdrm turn apt. 15
non drive from SJSU. Carpet, AEK
244 9914 days, 267 5873 eves
1 RM. APT. Elect kit.. drapes, pool.
laundry tar
WIG pd
Married
couple only No pets 431 S 11th St
S J
FURN. I UNFURN. APTS. 1 & 2
Bedroom W W carpet garbage &
water pd 408 S
5th St
Facing
Duncan Hall 3900934 Call after 6
m

DRIVER, STOCK CLERK Energetic
young man to work in Cold Storage
Warehouse. & to make occasional
light deliveries Must know city well.
& have good driving record Steady.
Part time work $7 25 hr 299 4900.
Mrs Enim

FOR SALE
VITAMINS .. COSMETICS, photo
finishing & lots of strange things At
bill’s College Pharmacy

1,1 8. 3 BEDROOM APT torrent
Furn & Unfurn , near SJSU Call
2940535 or 293 7796

ont.’po’rlat.on

SI NO CHOIR MOW Y ORII,
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Sh 10
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ROTC squad practices

Development
hearing reset
From page one
"The project is not going to
affect me personally very
much at all, Pardue stated.
-But the precedent that will
be set if it goes through will
have some serious effects on
the entire county in the
future," Pardue said.
According to Pardue, the
project is not going to pay for
itself because the cost. of
services to the area will be
greater than the revenue
generated by taxes after
completion in 1990.
She said this fact has
generated opposition from
many citizens of San Jose
who think the city should not
have to extend services that
far out of the general service
area.

Rifle range gets little use

By Mark Whitefield
The 100 foot long rifle
in
the
buried
range
SJSU’s
basement of
MacQuarrie Hall receives
little use these days. After
various state and A.S.
budget cutbacks, the only
According to Pardue, the campus group that can afproblems the Sierra Club ford to practice on the range
sees with the Lake Anderson regularly is the federally
project could be resolved in funded Army R.O.T.C. rifle
time, and perhaps the squad.
project would be better
According to Sgt. John
Army
suited for San Jose if the Gunderson,
the
developers waited to build on squad’s adviser, an AS.
the site for at least 10 years. funded varsity squad used to
practice on the range, but it
She said the Sierra Club
ceased to exist two years ago
would be working with other
when its money was cut off.
groups in the area to try to
Gunderson’s squad alone
bring the project plans to
now represents SJSU in
public attention and conmeets against Army, Navy
vince local officials to turn it
and varsity rifle squads from
down.
CalNorthern
other
ifornia universities.
Last year, a Police Science
weapons class was held at
the range each week. Now,
according to H.W. More,
of
the
chairman
Administration of Justice
department, "with only 15
faculty members for over
The Academic Senate is
faculty 1,000 majors, we don’t have
of
made
up
representatives from the 19- time to offer the course."
With the rifle range as its
school state university
almost private preserve, the
system.
Charles Larsen, professor Army squad has only seven
of mathematics; George male members so far, but a
of girl is expected to join soon,
professor
Muench,
psychology; David Newman, Gunderson said. The ideal
director of the Counseling number of riflemen on a
Department and David squad is 10, he said, so it
Elliot of the Speech - can be divided into first and
Communication Department second strings for comwill represent SJSU at the petition purposes.
meeting.
Other problems which
concern the opponents of the
lake Anderson development
are slope and soil conditions
and the proximity of the
project to earthquake faults.

Statewide Senate set
to meet on Thursday
The role of women in the
university system and
for
facilities
campus
disabled students are among
the topics scheduled to be
discussed at the Thursday
and Friday meeting of the
Statewide Academic Senate
in Hollywood.
The meeting, to be held at
the Holly wood Roosevelt
Hotel, will also consider
faculty salary revisions and
the credit-no-credit grading
option.

for Alkisswani flyer

Alkisswani said he wants
those students to continue to
send him letters of support
but that he would like them
to stop sending money.
He said he would circulate

a flyer in two or three weeks
which would put forth his
views concerning student
government "and other fake
institutions, particularly the
Spartan Daily."
Alkisswani would not
disclose how much money he
had received from students,
but he said he did not need
any further funds to put out
the flyer.
’If! need any more money
I’ll let them know," he said.

Grand Opening Sale
0 C
")

in any institution in the
country," Gunderson said.
Bullets fired from the
squad’s .22’s hit a sloping
concrete wall behind the
targets and are deflected
into a moat filled with water.
There is no way they can hit
anyone by ricochet firing
from the 50 foot line, Gun-

derson said.
Although unknown to
many people, the rifle range
is not the only mystery
hidden in MacQuarrie Hall.
Army R.O.T.C. also has an
arms room located on
campus. About the arsenal
Gunnerson
said,
"No
comment."

From page one
Dr. Bunzel said, his severe
criticism in 1971 of Gov.
Ronald Reagan’s budgetary
cutbacks for education could
have been another reason.

He added that he had
received his pay raise that
year though.
The SJSU president said
he had heard he was "more

Spartaguide
TODAY
DISTINGUISHED
BUSINESSMAN
SF.MINAR hosts A W Clausen. president 01
Sank of Amerka. whi, will speak on Tiade
East-West. Its Growth and Future" in the
SU la,iiia Prieta room at II a m
ROOK TALK: Alan Barnett. on Cr, for
Justice’’ in Cafeteria A at 12 30 p ni
FILM:
King of Marvin Gardens.’ 730
and 10 p.m in Morris ((alley Auditorium
Admission is 50 cents
CORE(’ presents a Ski and Winter Spurts
Show, ineludina ski films, a fashion show
and music at Seventh and San carlos street,
at 10 a m
MIDDLE EAST TF.ACH.Ps with speakers
on Zionism and Arab Nationalism at 730
pm in Newman Hall at College and Dwight
Way in Berkeley
CERCLF: FRANCAIS nieets oh) 30 p m in
ED 213
CASA HISPANICA meets in the PU
Pacheco room at 7 pm
A.S.Q.C. meets at # p m in IS 147
SIERRA CIA’R meeting at 7 20 pm in the
S U Pacifica nom
111L’RSDAY
WASHINGTON POST rop,ter Bob

Woodward will speak at) p in in the S U
Ballroom
DISTING1 ISHF:D
BCSINESSMA
discussion with A W Clausen, president of
Bank of America, in the Business Faculty
Lounge at
m
BLACK FILM FESTIVAL presents
"Murder on Lenox Avenue- at 7 90 p.m in
JC 141 Admission is 75 rents
ILLUSIONIST Adre Kole will give his
production ’Do the Dead Return" at 7 30
pal. in Morris Dailey Auditorinin.
Admission is 11.50
CONCERT: The Nova Kordot String
Quartet will perform in the Concert Hall at
8-15 p.m Admission is free
A FILM preview of the 1973 International
Mission Conference at Urbana, Ill., will be
Mown by the Spartan Christian Fellowship
at (30, 230, and 7 p.m
in the SD
(’alaveras room Admission is free
MIDDLE EAST TF.ACH-IN will have
speakers on the foreign policies of Israel.
the Arab states and the Palestinian
movement at 7 30 pm at Newman Hall or
c.,Ilege and Dwight Way in Berkeley

Oregon businesses which ignore the ban on outdoor display
lighting imposed by Gov. Tom McCall face disconnection of
electricity under a public utility commissioner’s order signed
yesterday.
The order, signed by Commissioner Richard Sabin,
directed utilities to cut electricity to offending businesses
which fail to comply with the ban within 72 hours.
The ban on outdoor display lighting was imposed by the
governor more than a month ago in an effort to curtail power
consumption.

California will face brownouts next summer unless
residents reduce power consumption by seven per cent, the
state Public Utilities Commission president said last week.
Vernon L. Fturgeon said the seven per cent figure was
based on testimony received at commission hearings last
summer.
Commission hearings will begin this month, according to
Sturgeon, to consider the following proposals for reducing
power consumption:
Banning night athletic events.
Banning night billboard and sign lighting.
Limiting new gas and electric connections.
Restricting retail store lighting to 12 hours per day, five
days per week.
Eliminating night work shifts.

A massive American boycott of all Japanese and Russian
products has been called by the head of the National Wildlife
Federation NWF ) in response to the -short-sighted and
callous" whaling activities of these two countries.
Tom Kimball, executive vice president of NWF, recently
called for the boycott in a strongly worded letter to President
Nixon.

Mani Lipton

Squad captain Jim Turner practices

Bunzel says Mitford was possibility
for his pay raise denial by Board

Students donate cash
A.S. Attorney General
Fouad Alkisswani said
yesterday he has been
receiving cash donations
from students who want him
to circulate a flyer dealing
with problems.

When they are engaged in
meets with other schools,
squad members fire 10
rounds from 22 caliber rifles
in each of three positions:
standing, kneeling and prone
at small targets 50 feet
away. They are given 45
minutes to complete this
task.
"This is a very demanding
sport," Gunderson said. For
this reason, he requires
squad members to adhere to
many of the same restrictions other sportsmen in
training must follow. They
cannot drink or smoke.
Coffee and coke within four
hours of a meet are banned,
as is sex the night before.
Although Army ROTC
does require that both freshmen cadets and graduating
seniors spend about one hour
on the range during the year
learning to fire 22 caliber
rifles and .45 caliber pistols,
Gunderson said the range is
usually silent. The Army
squad practices only about
four hours a week.
Even when the range is in
use, its ceiling of reinforced
concrete and the accoustical
tiles on the walls and ceiling
deaden sound so completely
it is impossible for students
on
upper
floors
of
MacQuarrie to hear any of
the shots fired, Gunderson
said. In fact, nothing but a
dull thudding sound can be
heard in the adjoining math
classroom.
"In addition to being quiet,
the range is one of the safest

Electricity cut

outspolen and independent"
than the trustees preferred,
saying they questioned him
as a "team player."
"I see no conflict between
being a vigorous supporter of
the system and being my
own man," Dr. Bunzel said.
He repeated what he had told
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke,
"you don’t have to be glued
together to stick together."
He questioned the trustees’
reason of "insufficient
loyalty," asking, "What is
loyalty and who defines it?"
Avoidance of problems,
the second reason, he said
was "preposterous in a merit
evaluation". Every campus
has problems, he said.
Without them there would be
no need for administrators.
The other three presidents
were denied pay raises
because of problems in
campus audits, especially in
the case of the Chico and

Sonoma president’s pay
denial. THE L.A. Times
reported. The president of
California State University,
Los Angeles was also
criticized for his independence.
The means of contacting
each of the four presidents
was also poorly done, according to Dr. Bunzel. He
and the others were called on
a Friday, two days after the
trustees September meeting,
and told they would read
about their denied pay raises
in the newspaper that
weekend. They were not
given any reason for the
denial at that time, Dr.
Bunzel said.
Dr. Bunzel said he is
planning to present all of the
information to the SJSU
community and to the
faculty. He said he hopes to
make the record more intelligible.

Kimball said Japan and Russia have been unwilling to
revise their whaling practices, despite the whale’s continuing
decline.
At the annual meeting of the International Whaling Conference (IWC) last June, the IWC recommended limiting the
1973-74 quota of fin whales to 1,450 and phasing out of all
hunting of the species by June 1976. Japan alone opposed this
recommendation.
Both the Soviet Union and Japan have announced refusal to
limit hunting of minke whales to 5,000 in the next year.
*******
An extensive 20-year, $295 million recycling program has
been planned by the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection to increase recycled waste from the
present five per cent to more than 60 per cent by 1985.
According to the plan, the state will build 10 "resource
recovery plants" at a rate of one each year, beginning in
1976.
These plants will separate reusable materials, such as
aluminum and glass, from the bulk refuse. The rest will be
carted away to landfills.
Forty-five "garbage" centers will be built to collect ane
ship the refuse to the recovery plants.

The
Sample
Shack
li,mnen and Junior Casuals

Paul Morris, two-piece coordinate,
regular price $53.00,
OUR PRICE $28.98

Milk costs increase 8 per cent

Boutique Alf El HOPE 1 \
h iris

l’ult f,n,

SilliN

ShiPeS
to

I (’SIN

3 dollars

off list price
PLUS

discount off any iten, with ASR card
)pen Mon. thru Sat. 11.7
170 S 10th St., San ince, 1131 422:i

ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

The price of milk in
California went up 10 cents a
gallon, Nov. 1.
Bill Bain, branch manager
of Carnation Co., said this
increase goes directly back
to the farmer because feed
prices have doubled. While
the price increase is only
state wide, the higher cost of
feed is a national problem.
Aggravating this situation
is a tendency among some
dairy farmers to slaughter
their cows for meat because
of the feed shortage and high
beef prices, Bain said.
Bain predicted shortages
in many dairy items like ice
cream, cottage cheese, hard
cheese, non-fat dry milk and

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

BOOK SALE
50%
OFF
ON
35,000 USED BOOKS
ALL SUBJECTS

Example:

Most hardbound fiction now 50’

50

paperbacks now 10’

3/25’

STATE BOOK SHOP
389 So. First St., S.J.

Please, no phone

orders

expected. "I was told as
early as last April that the
situation would get worse
before it got better," he said.
said.
However, Bain foresaw no
increases in the immediate
future. "It’s just about
peaked out," he said.
Nationally,
it
was

Milk price cut urged
A petition to roll back milk
prices is being circulated by
Consumers Cooperative of
Berkeley, Inc. This group
said the 20 cents per gallon
increase in milk prices since
February isn’t due only to
higher feed costs.
A4cording to this group,
dairies and retailers are
making excess profits under
state regulated prices.
Roy Bryant, Co-op general
manager, said milk cannot
legally be sold for less than
the state-fixed price, and
these prices allow for a huge
profit for both dairies and
retailers.
"Consumers must demand
a full public disclosure of

GAS
Regular

Ethyl

41

38
OPEN

ON 15,000 PAPERBACKS
Example:

butter. Bain said imitation
dairy products, which might
be expected to equalize these
shortages will also be effected because "most of your
imitations have a base of
real dairy products," he
said.
Bain said the increase,
roughly eight per cent, was

Monday thru Saturday
on a m 6.00 p m.

PURITAN OIL
CO.
t..!

these profits to see if a 17 per
cent increase in 10 months is
really justified," Bryant
said.
The rollback is aimed at
sending milk prices back to
their January level and is
addressed to the state
director of the Department
of Agriculture.
Students willing to sign
this petition should contact
Consumer
A.S.
the
switchboard on the third
level of the Student Union

tgTZTOEYbr7
LEANE DtC RETURN JANUhl(f
Fog 04F0 oR RE.5ERNAIIONS
CONDO BNIBARA Nums
T14E SIN JOSA LW IN
TUE LOWER LEvEL OF NE
srvosNT ("NON OR, cA4i.
IMMO 287-207
NtAi YO
NEw
YEA
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Women; two piece suet,
regular price $69.00

predicted there will be a
total milk price increase of
10 per cent by January,
according
to
George
Mehren, head of Associated
Milk Producers Inc., the
largest
dairy
farm
cooperative in the country.
Mehren blamed government
controls,
export
policies, and rising feed
prices for the hikes at the
retail level.

OUR PRICE $42.98

The Sample Shack
3135 Stevens Creek Blvd.
In Winchester Shopping Center next to Home Yardage.
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